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Leaders Recommend
Easing Drinking Law
Recommending an all-college
senate, legalization of alcohol on
campus and immediate
implementation of a Student
Union Board of Control, were
included in Sunday's closing
activities of Associated Students
Leadership Retreat.
Also recommended by the
retreaters were clarification of
President Emerson C. Shuck's
·proposal governance and
administrative organization and a
deletion of the secton which calls
for faculty tenure or rank on
various faculty committees.
Dean of Undergraduate Affairs
Henry-York Steiner's proposal to
change the system of general
education and all-college
requirements was endorsed with
some exceptions and comments.
Set at Grandview Lodge and
Resort on Priest Lake, Idaho, the
weekend retreat gave student
leaders an opportunity to share
ideas and time with each other and
with "potential leaders," while
participating in the various
workshop sessions.
Meals of steak, roast baron of
beef and hot dogs, a game of touch

football, walks in the woods and a
bar in the lodge center attracted
both student and faculty attention
between the sessions.
In a general meeting Friday
night, retreat chairmen Jerry
Anderson and Ed Woodell
explained
parliamentary
procedure and the importance and
techniques of being a good A.S.
Councilman.
Saturday was devoted to
workshops in which preliminary
discussion was considered before
preliminary recommendations
were made that night and final
recommendations Sunday.
Workshops and their leaders
were: "Alcohol on Campus" led
by A.S. President Bob Van
Schoorl, "All-College Senate" by
Jim Fritchie, legislative action
chairman, "The SUB and Board of
Control" by A.S. Treasurer Bill
Kelly, "General Education and
All-College Requirements" by
Activities Vice President Bill
Banger and " Government and
Administrative Reorganization''
by Ray Grimes, president of
Streeter Hall.
(Continued on Page 5)

LEADERSHIP RETREATERS discuss the pros and cons of alcohol on campus while sitting around the
bar in retreat headquarters of Grandview Lodge and Resort, Priest Lake, Idaho.

No

'Pot' Shortage Here

By CHISTINA FRITZ
Staff Writer

Despite Operation Intercept, the
Nixon Administration's recent
crackdown on -dope smuggling at
the Mexican-American border,
there hc!S been no marked
shortage of marijuana in the
Spokane area, according to

College Governing Body
"Most Important Issue"
An all-college governing body of
faculty,
student,
and
administrative
representatives
"where important policy matters
can be considered" was called for
by President Emerson C. Shuck
during the annual President's
Convention.
"Whether such a body is
established is probably the most
important decision we will make
this year.
"What is needed is an 'umbrella
body' which would act as a
coordinator · and guide to the
existing goveming groups such as
Associated Student Council and
the Academic Senate," said Dr.
Shuck.
The president said we must be
careful not to tum the governing
body into a "bottleneck" in which
every issue is funneled through.
Later Dr. Shuck said, "As it now
exists the governance structure
· has conflicts of jurisdiction and
duplication which are very time
consuming and crippling to the
structure."
"The all-college body would
take up issues in which tbere are
differences of ophrilon which could
not be resolved between the
existing governance bodJes,'' the
president said.
"Policies where clear-cut
jurisdictional distinctions aren't
made would also be handled by the
all-college governing body,'' he
added.
In addition, the all-college body
would provide a link of
communication for the separate
bodies.
Dr. Shuck used the clenched fist
issue to illustrate how the allcollege governing body would
work as compared to the channels
such issues go through now.
"This is a good example of an
issue which needs an all-college
governing body," he said.
Under the present system, the

Captain Ernest Pinther, Spokane
County Sheriff's Office .
The " weed" seems to be
spreading to a greater extent than
before, he said.
Questioning different people on
campus concerning their views on
smoking dope, the cross section of
types was quite remarkable. The
consensus was that it is no longer
only the " dirty hippies" who
smoke marijuana , but many who
smoke are the stereo-typed " AllAmerican Joe and Jane College".
In this cross section , the image
projected by the pusher also shows
a marked change. No longer the
gangster type of the past, dressed
in black leather jacket conducting
business in shady corners , he now
appears to b e a r at her
companionable guy conducting his
business dealings pretty much in
the open.
In the questioning, students
were asked how many people on
campus they thought "turned on".
The average estimate was that , of
the 6,300 students enrolled at
Eastern, 2,000 s moke po t
infrequently and approximately
1,500 are "freaks," or smoke
regularly.

There is no way of knowing the
number of dealers on campus, but
50 is the minimum estimate.
According to one source, very
few of the dealers here are full
time. Most deal only occasionally
and then sit back and live off the
profits for a while.
Although some grass is still
being smuggled in from Mexico
and Vietnam despite st rong
measures being taken by the
government , most of the grass
which is reaching Eastern
students now is " home-grown':
Farmers in Iowa, Arizona, and
Kansas are reportedly making
quite a profit with their " extra
curricular" crops .
Of t h e di fferent people
interviewed who admitted
smoking marijuana , several
revealed that they frequently
attend classes stoned. One even
went so far as to state, ' ' Without a
joint or two to get me going in the
morning, I can't function clearly
all day. "
Though some reflected concern,
the gene ral attitude is gradually
leaning toward one of relaxed
tolerance, rather than harsh and
general condemnation.

Faculty To Be Included In
A.S. Standing Committee
Expansion of the Associated faculty effort can a successful
Students Academic Affairs course critique be developed.
Other council action included
Committee to include a limited
rescinding
A,S. Council measures
the college will be the Provost, · number of faculty me mbers was
replacing the dean of academic approved Wednesday night by A.S. providing for a part-time draft
counselor whose salary is now
.
affairs. Under him will be four Council.
The temporary expansion of this paid for by the administration a nd
deans acting as administrators of
committee
will allow further for a candidates convention which
each school.
study
of
a
course
critique system
Three additional organizational
(Continued on Page 4)
to
be
implemented
next fall
units will specifically be studentcentered in administrative quarter, said A.S. President Bob
operation: a new division of Van Schoorl.
"The goal of this committee" be
General Studies under the dean of
undergraduate studies ; graduate said "Should be to set up several
program under the dean of model course critiques for
graduate studies; and the summer implementation by winter quarter
Stephanie Coontz, will be
program under the administration on an experimental basis to
speaking Thursday at 1:40 p.m.
faculty volunteers.
of the dean of special programs.
in Bali Lounge on the topic of
"The results of these models
Dr. Shuck also stressed the
''Aft~r the Moritorium - What
Next?,,.
importaiice of the functions of should be studied by the
governance. "Prime function is to committee, taking into
Miss Coontz, a graduate of
impleme nth1g
achieve communication and a consideration
the University of Washington,
sense of a shared purpose; without faculty's views of the results and a
recently returned from the
it, communication is impossible.' ' finalized critique s.hould be
West
Coast
Student
Establishment of policies a nd written for use on an expanded
Mobilization
Committee's
determination of r ules to reach voluntary basis by spring
planning meeting in San
goals along with the carrying out quarter.''
Francisco. She is one of the
Van Schoorl said he believes
of the policies are also important
national leaders of that group.
that
only through a joint studentpurposes of governance, he said.

PRESIDENT EMERSON C. SHUCK explains his ideas on governance
and administrative structure during the annual President's Convoca·
tion Thursday.

"Fist" issue is sent from the
athletic department to the
Academic Senate which assigns it
to the appropriate committee.
"It is presently in the Rules
Committee which will determine
what group will resolve the issue.
But this is not really a satisfactory
way to deal with it," said Dr.
Shuck . This delays any
constructive action too long.
Under the proposed system, the
"fist" issue could go from the
athletic department directly to the
governing body.
In the con, Dr. Shuck also
outlined the r~-structuring of the
academic · administrative
organization of the college.
Instead of the existing seven
divisions, the college will be
divided into four schools: Art and
Letters, Human Development,
Science and Technology, and
Social Organization.
The chief academic office r of

SMC Speaker
Here Tomorrow
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ETHICS QUESTIONED

....

An odd, and not entirely ethical,
situation has developed on the Associated Student Council in which one
member now has two seperate seatsand · no one seems too anxious to
alleviate the problem.
Wain Miller, publicity agent for
A.S., ran for the position of president
in the recent Off Campus Commuter
elections, and won. Certainly nothing
is wrong with this.
Until one considers the fact that
both positions, that of OCC president
and. A.S. publicity agent, have a ...t
on A.S. Council.

According to the constitution of the
A.S., the publicity agent is to have a
non-voting seat on council, which
allows speaking privileges.
According to the constitution of
OCC, one of the four A.S. representatives it is allowed on coµncil is to be
the presiednt of OCC. This position
not only allows speaking privileges,
but is a voting seat, as well.
It is inconceivable that any one person can hold two seats on the ume
body, representing two distinctly Hp•
erate groups, and still maintain an
obiectivity that serves both groups at
the same time.
On one side, Miller is representing
the OCC constituents and is logically
expected to give his voice to their desires.
But on the other side, Miller is given
the privilege to speak on the behalf
of the organized portion of the A.S.
offices.
Since this is a paid position, it can
also be logically inferred that Miller's
voice will be in favor of the desires of
his employer.
While it may be argued that as a
non-voting member of council, Miller
will be ·unable to act in any decisions,
the fact still stands that he is in a
position to argue for anything that
comes before the council.
Again, it may be argued that as

publicity agent Miller is only present
to gain information which may be
beneficial to the performance of his
duties and not to take a stand on any
issues. Again, it must be pointed out
that the voice is still there, and attendance to any council meeting -shows
that it is being used.
_
A voice on council ·gives the speaker
the opportunity to speak out for or
against any issue, and possibly to sway
the opinions of those who do have a
vote.
And it is entirely conceivable that
some issue may come up in which the
interests of OCC are opposed by the
interests of the executive offices,
Miller's employers.
One can only surmize which way
Miller will go, but one shouldn't have
to surmize anything. The situation
should never have come up.
It would seem that Council should
take measures to eliminate this conflict
of interest within its body, either by
requesting the resignation of Miller
from one of the two positions, or by
obtaining a constitutional amendment
eliminating one of the council seats.
Bu.t Bob Van Schoorl, A.S. president
does not seem too anxious to do so.
And obviously not. He happens to be
the employer of Miller.
Miller, too, doesn not seem too anx- .
ious ta have the problem removed.
For obvious reasons.
They contend that an amendment to
the constitution is too difficult to obtain and neither of them want to have
Miller forced to resign one of his positions.
But how Miller ·can be expected to
maintain an obiective viewpoint which
serves two masters who have not
always been on the friendliest terms
in the past is beyond conception.
In the interest of ethical standards
and of maintaining an objective student council, something must be ·done
to eliminate the unethical situation that'
now exists.

Mike-cro-Scope

J

By MIKE DENUTY
Associate Edlto,

Item: The activities calender.
Comment: I previously mentioned
that the activities calender was incomplete and therefore useless. I stand
corrected- it was complete. There really is nothi Qg happening. Get on it Banger.
Item: OCC Elections.
Comment: OCC's do as much complaining as anyone else, but they apparently want to give up that right.
About 100 out of 4,000 voted in the
election.
Item: Spokane • Cheney traffic.
Comment: Drivers do not seem to
know that it is illegal to stay in the left
lane when driving under the speed
limit in heavy traffic. The left lane is
called a "passing larie," and that is
w hat it is supposed to be for in rural
areas, such as between Garden Springs

-.----------

{the top of Sunset Hill) and Four Lakes
{the Cheney exit.)
Item: Fly campaign.
Comment: Thanks to R. Ginther who
continued the campaign against flies
in the absence of this column (See
"SUB Flies" under "Epistles to the Editor" in last week's Eastern.)
Item: New handrailings on building
entrances.
Comment: They probably will not
do much good. Made of metal, the railings are ICE COLD.

"I want to make one thing clear''
department:
There was considerable criticism of
a review last week by staff member
Mike Khulman. Note that a "review"
contains personal opinions by the
author and is not intended to be a
news story. Many people claimed that
Khulman was not impartial. Who said
he had to be? Anyhow, Mike did have
some valid complaints.

_.......... ..-~

......

..,

. May the Great Pumpkin visit
your patcl, of sincerety.

Potential Questioned ·
Student leaders and "potential
leaders" met last weekend to discuss
five issues and make recommendations
on the basis of the discussions to the
college.
The apparent lack of concern demonstrated by both leaders and "potentials" in workshop sessions was. discouraging when one recalls the influence and power held by these students.
Last Wednesday all retreaters were
issued packets of information to be
carefully studied before the beginning
of retreat Friday evening. But under•
standing and knowledge of each topic
of discussion was lacking in the malority of students.
If another retreat is scheduled later
this year the possibility of screening·
"interested" applicants should be investigated.
Several of the recommendations are
good . None are really innovating. But
they all have the potential to be en-

acted and effective.
It Is the responsibility of every retre•t partlcip•nt to insure that the
ideas and proposals discussed are
made a working part of lattern's system of operation.
And it Is the responsibility of every
Eastern student to see that these
leaders put their ideas into action.
For Leadership Retreat 1969 will
only be successful if the recommendations made become realities.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
No Coverage
Editor :
After g~ancing at the last issue
of our "newspaper", I have
become even more discouraged
with the work of our editor and her
staff. When a paper of twelve
pages comes out and it takes a
person about three minutes to
read it, I think that it is about time
that something is done.
The material that is presented
in this issue could be condensed
and put on a single mimeographed
sheet. The articles are supposed to
be news stories, not some person's
theme be used for contemporary
writing class.
When more than one-half of one
week is ·spent on one activity and
the paper gives it coverage with
six pictures, the appropriation of
space is not accurate. The editing
is bad; the proofreading is worse ;
and the writing even poorer.
All year, the paper bas rapped
Pearce Hall. Now that Pearce has
shown up the rest of the campus,

not one word is mentioned.
Our fees are financing a student
paper, let's make it a student
paper!
Paul G. Engle

A Pearcer
Editor:
In this week's issue of the paper
I felt that one very important
event had been overlooked, mainly
Homecoming. Although the 15th of
October had special meaning to
some, Homecoming had special
meaning to others.
Not only did the spirit of
Homecoming go, seemingly,
ignored, but credit to the various
living groups go, unmentioned.
Not only did my dorm not receive
recognition for winning the
Sweepstakes Trophy, but many
other living groups made
significant contributions to the
week' s activities and were not
given due credit in the paper.
Rick Sherman
(Continued on Page 3)

S.F. Mime· Troupe
Well Received
By ANN MONTAGUE
Staff Writer

The San Francisco Mime Troupe
has ventured forth from the
radical center of the West to the
Inland Empire and surprisingly is
getting a comparatively good
response.
The group, which has a
reputation in the Bay area for
presenting free plays in the park,
performed a play this weekend
they adapted from Bertolt
Brecht's "Congress of the
Whitewashers." The play comes
out a clear, incisive, Marxist habit
of thought.
,
The Tuis (intellectuals; from
Brecht's acronym, tellekt-uell-in
are paid by the system to deform
thought, but cannot change the
truth, or history which is
determined by those the system
fails to pay.
The setting is imperial China;
the emperor is faced with a
momentous economic problem, a
good cotton harvest which makes
a bad price for his product. The
Tuis are teaching their students
bow to think profits bly,
meanwhile a revolutionary, Kai
Ho, is making trouble in the
Northern Provinces.
The clothing manufacturers and
the "clothingless" are
demonstrating in the streets so the
Emperor decides to call a
congress of whitewashers. The
Tuis try hard but their only

answer is to destroy the cotton.
Meanwhile Kai Ho and the
people are advancing on the
pal~ce and the power struggle
ms1de the palace is resolved by
Kai Ho's victory.
The San Francisco Mime Troupe
not only creates excellent satire of
today's society but leaves the
audience with no doubt in their
mind as to the solution of our
society's problems. The stretching
of a huge red banner across the
stage prevented anyone from
leaving the theater without
realizing the Mime Troupe's
solution.

Dorm Opens

Coffee Shop
A Sunday night coffee shop,
dubbed The Subway, has been
initiated by Streeter Hall's fifth
floor men and women.
The Subway is located on
Streeter's fifth floor elevator
lounge, sells doughnuts, coffee,
fudge, cake, cookies, and other
goodies.
The entire floor has adqpted an
overseas orphan, each person
donating 34 cents per month. The
money from The Subway will
supplement that, in addition to
supplementing the floor's
treasury.
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By BILL BANGER
Actlvltle, Vlce-Pr..ldent

With memories of the lnnisfree incident still very vivid in my mind, I
just finished reading about the concerned citizens of Bremerton, Washington who are pushing for the dismissal of an Olympia College student
AND his professor because the student
"indecently" exposed himself in an
experimental class,.
It made me think twice (but only
briefly) about what I was going to propose in the way of a new film program
here at Eastern.
After reviewing our film offerings
from the past few years, it became
apparent that the only thing we have
offered is reruns of reruns.
After a movie has lived out its usefull theater life and has been shown
on . TV a couple of t i ~:' '%, it is released
for private showing and we then show
it here.
This evidently is entertaining for
some of our student population, but
I think there are many others who are
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not satisfied. (There just aren 't that
many shows good enough to be viewed four times.)
There is a great selection of art films
that have never been seen on TV (and
probably never will be) that are
able to us he~e.
If we don't get a chance to see them
here while in college, I don't know
how many other chances we will get.
Now I'm not out to arouse your
purient interest, just to allow you access to this kind of film.
We could have an art film series
here next quarter, but before it is
initiated I would like to know if you
want one. Drop a note to me c/o the
A.S. office (upstairs in the SUB), or tell
your A.P .C. representative or iust grab
me in the SUB and let me know how
you feel about it.
I'd like to get it off the ground as
soon as we can, but I would rather not
be all alone when the conce~ned citizens of Cheney come marching up the
hill.

•~•ii·

MORE MISSIVES
Sutton Wind
Editor:
J,.ate at night I heard a big wind
begin to blow~-was it Sutton Hall
passing a midnight Resolution on
more U.S. policy?
Perhaps not, though I still am
hoping against hope. I shall never
forget how Sutton Hall brightened
up a Moratorium Day with hymns
to the Republic, a Day that
threatened to c~ll up some very
bad memories. As it was, Sutton
Hall's merry Victrgla played a
very entertaining Hieronymous
Bosch score to Mr. Nixon's
monkey.
R. Ginther

Ginther Again
Editor:
To the walk-in filing-cabinet
look of Kennedy Library, to the
Esso gas station look of the
Science building, to the Girls'
Reformitory look of Monroe Hall
and Senior Hall, to the grain-silo
look of the new dormitories to the
parochial-school look of
Hargreaves, to the lake-dweller
look of Tawanka, to the Industrial
Arts look of the SUB, to all this
and more the Creative Arts
building provides the spoon that
really stirs the soup.
Look at it! That myopic, lowbrow, brazen-(aced Orphan Annie
look is all this campus needs to
give it some real sophistication.
Why, any sod who didn't know
better might even mistake it for a
classy Federal Savings and
Insurance Building. Yessir!
Babbitt's Zenith never had it this
good. The menu now reads: Soup
To Nuts!
R. Ginther

Pearce Speaks
Editor:
It probably seems to you that
many students have their own
,small pet cause which allegedly
does not get enough coverage in
The Easterner. Yet, you also know
that it is the mark of a good
college newspaper to give

proportional coverage to events
according to their size and
significance.
Thus, it concerns me that The
Easterner did not see fit to report
Pearce Hall's winning of the
Sweepstakes Trophy in the
Homecoming competition. I
understand this to be the first time
any residence hall has won this
honor. In total, Pearce won five
trophies- far more than any other
hall or group on campus. This
would seem to me to merit notice.
I am surprised that this
development did not intrigue The
Easterner's staff at all, since
Pearce has had the reputation for
being just a "hotel." But I assure
you that, like the New York Mets,
Pearce Hall will never be seen in
quite the same way again.
Jim Morris
Hall Director

That Bad, Huh?
Editor:
I'll have to say The Easterner is,
in ,my opinion the most ridiculous
newspaper I have ever read in my
life.
I attended Eastern four years
ago and the difference between
the paperfrom four years ago and
the paper today is so great I
hardly recognize it as the same
paper.
Obviously some idiot on your
staff confused the two articles,
uFaculty Responds in Viet Nam
Moratorium" and "Faculty Poll
Favors Clenched Fist," and put
the wrong titles over the wrong
articles. This corrected in my
mind, I began to read the results
of the poll you speak of and find
out 51 per cent of the faculty at
Eastern supports Coach Wooten-this is favoring the clenched fist?
I and quite a few others are
getting sick of reading your
disgusting articles on how great
the moratorium was, how much
toward peace it guided us, and
your generalizations that the
majority of the Eastern students
were in favor of the Moratorium.
If you want a true indication of our
feelings (the feeling of over 6000
students, not 100 draft dodgers)

then conduct a poll after having
publicized it well and after twothirds of the students have voted,
then publicize the results.
Typically you did 'a 'good job of
infuriating many people with that
callous display on the back of last
week's paper. First of all, I alone
could name ten men who have died
in Vietnam who were former
Eastern students. If your staff is
so stupid as to list only four out of
a possible hundred and then to list
them with the inferment.tbat they
would have supported the
Moratorium (in other words they
gave their lives for a worthless
cause, they died for nothing) and
to list these men's names just
because someone said, " Oh, I can
probably think of a few names to
list on the back page-" without
even consulting the wives or
parents of these men, then all I
can say is that this is the last issue
of The Easterner I will waste my
time on. Perhaps next year, I'll
try it again. By that time, I hope
the staff will have changed
personnel or at least have taken a
few beginning journalism classes.
D. Armstrong

End Fist Issue
Editor:
I propose that Eastern abandon
its growing monomania about the
pros and cons of the clenched fist
issue and as an institution endorse
a.n open arms policy which would
honor all our ethmic minorities.
We Americans are deeply
indebted to all our ethnic
minorities. At athletic events
parts of the pre-game and halftime programs could be presented
by and about our minority groups.
Students could present the
music, the songs, the dances and
other examples of cultural
heritages from ethnic minorities
who are now Americans.
I am tor paying tribute to our
Black-American, our IndianAmerican, our OrientalAmerican, our NorwegianAmerican--you name him, for we
are all brothers under the skin.
Robert B. Olafson
English Department

We were told that all we had to
do was read The Easterner and
the Alumni Review. But the
Editor:
Easterner omitted important
Everyone has the right to knock portions; the Alumni Review says
the system and your letters to the even less. Is it possible to publish
editor provide that chance. But an itemization, contrasting
when someone starts knocking current administrative practices
people who are doing a rough job with the proposed changes?
well, it is time to protest.
Michigan State has just chosen
In last week's paper, a letter to as their new president a man
the editor had some very unkind whose name was one of four
things to say about the girl behind submitted by an All-University
the cash register in the Harbor. Search and Selection Committee
They were not only unkind, but composed of students, faculty .and
cert~inly not deserved.
administration. Other colleges are
This girl has the thankless and willing to experiment with
difficult job of collecting money students on faculty personnel
for many different items from committees.
hundreds of students, everyone of
Our faculty personnel
whom is in a hurry. She does this committees are to be limited to
plus keeping the coffee pots filled, professors, and only those who
the counters wiped dry, the have reached the upper ranks. Not
change straight, and heaven only only are students left on the
knows bow many other jobs.
sidelines, allowed to voice
She, does all of this and still opinions which have few prospects
manages to give everyone a of implementation, but so are twosmile-that is she s_miles at thirds of the faculty.
everyone who takes the time to
Dr. Shuck stated that the
look. As overcrowded as the, SUB proposed reorganization is
is now, we feel that all the kitchen innovative as shown by the
help is doing an impossible job but regrouping of the departments
doing it well.
into four " non-traditional"
Jan Reed schools. But then he went on to
Charlotte Haynes stress that membership on key
Phullis Leiren committees is to be " in line with
Twilli ward Selly other institutions." Why is
Lorraine Marler innov ation not carried
Linda L. Donley throughout? This is an opportunity
Don.d Coffee for Eastern to move forward with
the times. Why not take it?
The Students of Political Science
Poli ti cal Science Club
Editor:
We have raised three primary
questio~s regarding the proposed
Filing for three freshman
administrative reorganization of
representatives will be taken
EWSC. It was hoped that these
through
Friday by the
might have been answered at the
Associated
Student executive
President's Convocation on
vic.:e president, said Doug
Thursday, but very little time was
Thompson, freshman class
devoted to explaining actual
president.
practices under the proposal.
The three positions include:
While we recognize a possible
On
campus
women
need for change, we are concerned
represents
tive;
on-campus
that it not be done in haste. But the
men representative; and offtime from introduction to
campus
representative.
implementation seems much too
Selection will be made by the
short. We don't feel students have
freshmen
executive
had ample opportunity to be really
committee.
aware of this plan.

Letter Knocked

Proposal Rapped

Reps Needed

..
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EW Staffers
In Election
For Council

Reorganizer Says
EEU Starts Soon
Eastern's free university should
be back on its feet within two
weeks, according to Vince
O'Leary, one of three students
organizing the Experimental
E ducation Unit.
The first class offered will be
one · concerning social problems,
and will be led by Dr. Donald
Barnes, associate professor of
history, with assistance from
assistant
Thomas Bonsor
professor of economics and
Thomas Chambers, assistant
professor of sociology.
So far, this is the only class that
is definitely planned by the EEU,
but O'Leary said that the directors
would offer more as time went on,
depending on student needs and
desires.

O' Leary
a long with Guy
Andrews and Mark Dunham, took
over directing the EEU when
Chri·s Ferrier last yea r' s director,
quit becau se of other
commitments.
The three plan to organize the
EEU by not organizing--that is, to
make it as unstructured as
possible.
The classes will not be
structured around the quarter
sys~em of the regular college, but
will continue to meet as long as
there is discussion.

O'Leary said he feels the
quarter system stifles classes by

A.S. Fixes
Voting Rules
( Continued from page 1)
was called unwieldy and
ineffective .
By-laws to the A.S. Constitution
were passed in order to correct
contradictions concerning voting
privileges of A.S. executive
officers on Finance Committee.
A proposal to recommend to
Physical Plant a nd Housing that
the handrails on campus buildings
be repainted red and white was
defeated.

Tonight's agenda Will include
final vote on measures defining
cheerleaders'
duties ,
qualifications, supervision and
selection; recognition policies of
A.S. Council living groups; and
acceptance of a movie share plan
under which A.S. would pay onehalf the rental of films sponsored
by
campus
organizations.
According to Activities Vice
President, Bill Banger, the
program would promote a higher
quality of films shown here.

Cheney voters will select a
mayor and four councilmen next
Tuesday in an election that will
see three Eastern staff members
vie for two council positions.

forcing instructors to compress or
expand their material to coincide
with the quarter schedule.
By disregarding the quarter
timetable, classes will last for as
long as required to adequately
cover the subject.

Frank Nicol, chairman of the
biology department, will face
Rondald P. Lemmen, owner of the
Cheney Nursing Home, for council
position two, while Kenneth
Kennedy, director of planning and
development, will face Jim
Prekeges, assistant professor of
math, for position three.

Students may attend the
discussions as long as they are
meaningful, and new participants
may begin at any time, thus
creating a flow of students to keep
the discussions relevant and
meaningful to the participants,
O'Leary said.

Although they have not et up an
exact schedule , the directors hope
to have a bulletin of proposed
cour ses within two weeks about
the time that Barne ' cour e in
social problems will beg in.
At that time, 0 Leary said ,
there will be a table in the Student
Union Building to disseminate
information about the EEU.
Further information may be
obtained in Room 312, Martin
Hall, the office of the EEU.

Nicol said Cheney is faced with
the problems of growth: lack of an
adequete water supply, danger of
pollution from sewage , spiraling
land costs and air pollution. As a
biologist and bacteriologist Nicol
said he can help Cheney solve its
problems.

ASSISTANT DEAN OF STUDENTS Al Ogden does his share of dishwashing at Leadership Retreat. All students participated in cleaning
up after meals cooked by Easternites Tim Williams and Ron Beaudry.

Birch Society Condemned
Condemnation of the John Birch
Society and a resolution
withdrawing from the Washington
Young Republican Federation
were made public Monday by
Bruce Ellis , outgoing president of
the College Republican Club .
While both measures were
passed la st Spring , Ellis
explained they were withheld
from the public pending action of
the Republican State Central
Committee, which August 16th
re pudiated the " John Birch
Society -c ontrolled Young
Republican Federation.' '
Ellis further revealed Jim
Toevs , John Birch Society
member a nd president of the
Washington Young Republican
Federation , has publicly named
the Republican Club at Eastern as
" high on our list of priori ties for
replacement by a Federationcontrolled club .

delivered on campus last spring,"
stated the position paper.
"We strongly oppose the John
Birch Society's attacks upon
education, which this past school
year took the form of opposition to
education in the area of sex and
sexuality. We reject the assertion
that sex education is a Communist
plot.
"Rather we believe that the
improvement of our life requires
considerable self-understanding.

Our sexual adjustment .d epends on
our desires, the kind of
gratification we derive from
them, and the extent to which we
find a place · for sex as a
constructive force in our life.
"If we approach this task with
sufficient honesty and courage
through education, we can learn to
appreciate the sexual aspects of
our life, instead of allowing them
to create guilt and fear," the
paper stated.

Toevs stated the reason was that
Ellis, as club president last
Spring, "had publicly supported
the demands of the Black Student
Union to allow black athletes to
give the clenched fist salute
during the playing of the StarSpangled Banner instead of the
traditional hand over the heart. "

In an effort to up-date A.S.
Council measures, vo tes to
rescind measures providing for an
employment coordinator , mail
carrier and Student Union
postmistress wHl also be taken.
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Lounge Planned
For Commuters
Construction of a commuter
lounge under the southwest dining
hall of Tawanka Commons will
begin spring quarter, according to
Dr. Wayne Loomis, director of
planning and development.
The lounge, for the benefit of
students who have to park a long
distance from campus, will be air·
conditioned and will include study
tables, lamps, vending machines
and locker space.
The lounge, which is currently
being designed by Boylington &
Read, architects, will be ready
next fall. The total project, which
also includes construction of a
third dining hall in the northeast
wing, will be designed to cost not
more than $300,000.

BRUCE ELLIS

In response to questioning, E llis
said, "I was merely defending
everyone's First Amendment
Constitutional Right. I do now , and
s h a ll co ntinu e, to defend
everyone's right to use their
constitutional
rights.
In the position paper the College
Republican Club stated, " We
reject Robert Welch's statement
that Dwight Eisenhower was ever
a dedicated, conscious agent of the
Communist conspiracy. If Mr.
Welch has evidence to that effect
let him stand up like a man and
present it, rather than use
innuendos.''
"While Mr. Welch states the
John Birch Socie ty opposes
democracy, we support our
constitutional democracy ,
including the first amendment to
the constitution, which provides
for freedom of the press to which
Mr. Welch objected in his speech
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MECHANICAL
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• pERSONNNE~GEMENT
• FOOD MA
• VENDING
LYSIS
• SYSTEMS AN~OGRAMMING
• COMPUTER p RVICES
• PERSONAL SE ENGINEERING
MANAGEMENT
•
HOUSING &
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Nicol also stated that the Mayor
should be paid to work full time
because a full-time administrator
is needed. At present the only fulltime city position is City Clerk.
Lemmen said Cheney benefits ·
from sharing with Eastern in the
solving of mutual problems . This
should be continued and expanded
to include participation in county
planning. He is also aware of
Cheney's problems and says he
will work towards .,solving them.
For council position one,
Norman J. Hove, Cheney Building
Supplies, will oppose Dr. -Uerald
A. Blakley. For councllman-atlarge, Orvel W. Allen, incumbent,
auto salesman for Brown and
Holter, will face Warren H.
Westerman, Cheney Drug.
Mayor George Fisher, retired
principal of Cheney High School,
will face Samual R. King, semiretired building engineer.

Ideas and people make our business.
We're in the retailing , food and personal
services business. And YOUR IDEAS
can help us do a better job.
Here's where YOU come in. We're
changing. And growing. And we 're looking for bright young people who can
help us make our changes work. YOU
are one of the new-idea people we 're
looking for .
HERE'S OUR OFFER: You can start
out in management right now. You make
good money. You put your own ideas to
work and evaluate the results. You move
up fast. You work almost anywhere in
the world , with opportunity to travel.
You 're a big part of our operation . And
you accomplish whatever your talents
lead you to work toward. That's it.
YOU have the opportunity. We have
openings. Let's,,,get together and see if
our ideas are in the same bag.
Our representatives will be on campus
soon. See your placement director and
sign up for an interview NOW!

WE'LL BE INTERVIEWING:

Today, Oct. 29th
If you can 't make our scheduled interview date, don 't sweat it. Write us direct
and find out if our ideas are in the same
bag. Write to:
COLLEGE RELATIONS MANAGER
DEPT. NP
ARMY & AIR FORCE EXCHANGE SERVICE

rnEPX-BX,rsrE,11
3911 WALTON WALKER BLVD. DALLAS. TEXAS 75222

Leaders Recommend
(Continuec:J from page 1)
The recommendations will go to
A.S. Council for action.

If the board ls to get the
more ardent complaints.
experience that Zabel feels ls
Zabel explained the reasons for
necessary, it wlll have to be
these conditions. He said that the
activated soon. The new SUB is_ civil service employees of the
scheduled to be open for operation Harbor, as well as the students
fall quarter, 1970.
who use the service, did not seem
According to the council to take pride in the surroundings.
measure that created the board,
He feels that this is somewhat
there will be five voting members understandable, considering the
appointed by the A.S. president,
run-down condition of the old
A definite and complete and four ex-officio members.
building and the crowded space,
proposal for the all-college senate
The voting members will be ·and will be alleviated by the
will not be recommended until the selected from applications which
opening of the new, modern
A.S. Council meeting November 5. may be filled out and returned to
facilities .
Leader of the Workshop Jim the A.S. offices, second floor of the
The long lines will be eliminated
Fritchie was unable to attend SUB.
because of the different layout of
Sunday's session so the retreaters . . The ex-officio members will be
the food service area in the new
building. Instead of waiting in line
for a cup of coffee, a student will
simply walk up to a counter, order
his purchase, and move to a
cashier.
There will inevitably be some
lines at peak hours, Zabel said, but
even at these rush times the wait
will be considerably less.
The hours are determined by
use. It is uneconomical to open the
Harbor early on Sunday, for
example, when only a few students
make use of it.
Zabel pointed out, however, that
because of a different
arrangement in the new building,
it will be possible to close off most
of the area . Thus it will be feasible
to open a small section of the food
service even on a day when
business is traditionally slow.
The College Information Center
also received some criticism.
Mostly, the continual lack of
cash for checks and the limit on
the amount a check can be cashed
were questioned.
Zabel pointed out that only so
much cash can be put jnto a cash
box, and when this runs out, the
cashier must run down to Zabel's
office to get more. If he happens to
be gone at that particular time,
the cashier must wait for him to
return and open the safe to get
more cash, he said.
The limit is imposed, then, to
allow more students to cash
con·
checks, given the limited supply of
PRESIDENT Emerson C. Shuck and Bob Van Schoorl casually
money.
verse at Associated Students Leadership Retreat last weekend.
Both conditions will be eased
recommended that a committee the A.S. activities vice president, when the new SUB is opened. The
be
set
up
to
make the A.S. treasurer, an College Center will have a safe of
recommendations for an all- administrative staff member to be its own in the new building, Zabel
college senate and submit them appointed by the president of the said, allowing the cashier to keep
first to A.S. and then to the college, and tht:! director of more cash on hand.
President Shuck's temporary task student activities, who will serve
These are some of the
force.
as secretary of the board.
complaints and problems that the
Fritchie and two council
The consituUon of A.S. states board of control will have to deal
members will be included on the that to serve on any standing with. It will be up to this board to
committee.
committee of the council, a determine whether alternatives to
student must be a sophomore with the existing policies will alleviate
at least two quarters in residence. the problems, and if they will, to
But one of the recommendations implement them.
from Leadership Retreat was that
this requirement be dropped to
allow freshmen on the
Everybody talks about the SUB committees.
Bill Kelley, A.S. treasurer,
but nobody does anything about it.
Until last weekend, that is. At explained the rationale behind this
the 1969 Leadership Retreat, the recommendation. "We take
Student Union Building and the freshmen along on these retreats
Led by Van Schoorl, the group
Board of Control was one . of the and get them all hot to serve on decided that a proposal be drawn
our committees and to contribute up recommending a "change in
five subjects that was discussed.
Out of this discussion group to A.S., and then when they get the college policy on alcohol to
came the resolution that the board back to campus we tell them that allow for the legal use of alcoholic
of control, formed last year by the they have to be sophomores before beverages by persons of legal age
Associated Student Council, be we will let them. It makes no within the privacy of their
"implemented immediately, and sense."
dormitory rooms.
Also, Kelley said, it is a good
selection of this committee take
A questionnaire given to each
idea to give the freshmen the
priority."
retreater
showed that a majority
The board of control will be the e·x perience so that when they
knew
of
violations
of the present
policy-making body of the SUB return as sophomores and later as
and will act as an advisory board juniors and seniors, they will be ruling. The consensus stated,
to the book store manager.
able to contribute to A.S. in a "Those people who wish to drink
on campus are probably already
It will be this board that sets the more meaningful way.
Because of this feeling, the doing so."
hours of operation of the SUB and
Possibility of instituting a
part
of
the
determines such things as what second
rathskeller
in the new P ence
recommendation coming from the
services will be offered.
Union
Building
was also discussed
Primarily, the board was group on the SUB states that one
conceived to run the new SUB of the five voting members of the and a recommendation that the
SUB Board of Control investigate
when it opens next fall. But Walt board of control be a freshman.
Some of the more frequent the legalities was unanimously
Zabel, coordinator of student
activities, feels that to be complaints that the board will endorsed.
The r e comme ndation al so
effective, the board should have at have to deal with wer e voiced
states,
" The A.S. shall make
least a year's experience before during the discussion al the
known
th e ir d es ire s for
retreat.
moving into the new building.
The Harbor beaded the list of liberalization of the public land
"There are going to be enough
problems in a new SUB without complaints. The dirty condition of use laws to allow for the creation
having to worry about the the cafeteria, the inadequate of a student opera ted ra thskeller
organizationa l problem s any new hours and the long lines for a within th e Stud e n t U nion
committee suffer s from, " Zabel small purchase such as a cola or a Building."
After discussing the policy of
cup of coffee were some of the
said .

Al 1-Col lege
Senate To Be
Proposed

Retreaters Urge
Implementation
Of SUB Board

Liberalization
Of Alcohol Rule
Recommended
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As usual, Leadership Retreat was a success . Those who came along
for the evening sessions were not disappointed, and to those who went to
discuss and plan it was equally successful. The ten or eleven hours in
formal meetings plus the many hours of informal discussion resulted in
some resolutions which should prove to be a challenge to the A.S.
Council and the executive officers. Th~ many new faces at this year's
retreat resulted in a fresh approach to some old ideas. The freshmen
who attended presented some convincing arguments for expanded
representation within the committee structure for their classmates, and
the faculty and administrative representatives did much to facilitate
student understanding of their positions.
It also seems .that the faculty representatives were a little surprised
at the responsibility and organization of the student government system.
The results of better understanding between the faculty, administration,
and students "'.ho attend make the retreat worth its cost, no matter what
the conclusions turn out to be on the retreat proposals.
Over the past nine years Leadership Retreat has been held at Priest
Lake to discuss varied and new topics under the same format. It's about
time that some new discussion begins on the organization of ·retreats.
We discuss changes from traditional education but tradition has
p~tterned our discussions. I hope the next retreat we have can offer
more than just a variety of new topics.
Priest Lake offers a place to get away from campus for our
retreats, but it's expensive. The school owns property on Badger Lake
and serious consideration should be given to constructing a retreat
house there. This would allow us to have more frequent retreat-style
discussions because of the reduced cost. Not only would this benefit
students but it would be an excellent place for faculty, administration,
and alumni meetings. Let's start looking into this possibility.
Slade Gorton, Washington State Attorney General, will be on
campus Thursday, November 6. I am requesting that he speak on the 18year-old Voting Rights and Responsibility Laws. It is also hoped that he
will be available to answer questions on other subjects of interest to the
students~ such as liquor laws on campuses.
"policing" violators of the
proposed ruling on alcohol on
campus, it was decided that all
A.S. judicial codes should be
revised to make more explicit the
rules governing the use of alcohol
and any resulting disturbances.
Van Schoorl said he will have a
report for the Board of Trustees
by December that he hopes
implementation of the new policy
can begin immediately after
acceptance.
The group also recommended
the A.S. make an effort to express
to the legislatur.e their support of
18-year old Responsibility and
Voting Legislation, a law changing
the legal age in Washington from
21 to 18.

Clarification
From Shuck
Recomm·ended

Organization) rather. than
divisions. This section of the
proposal was met with
disagreement from various
faculty members present who
wanted to know specifically which
school their departments would be
under.
Dr. Shuck said that at this time
he cannot say for sure which
department will be under which
school as the department heads
and division directors, as well as
the Academic Senate, would have
to be consulted.
Several students in the business
department who were present
rejectea this part of the proposal
saying it would make Eastern a
liberal arts college rather than a
professional school. Ed Woodell, a
business student, suggested that
the four schools be called Arts and
Letters, Human Development,
Science and Technology and
Business. But the motion was
defeated.
The group eventually decided to
return the proposal to Dr. Shuck
"for clarification, with specific
emphasis on the departments that
will be placed within the schools."
The right of new students to be
considered for A.S. Council
Standing Committees was also
discussed and a recommendation
to refer the question to the A.S.
Constitution Committee resulted.

Dr. Shuck ' s proposal for
reorganization
of
the
administrative structure was
discussed at length by the group.
A section concerning · faculty
membership on committees says
that faculty members holding
positions on the proposed
committees must hold tenure
and / or depending on the
committee or the rank of
Associate Professor or Professor.
The retreaters rejected this
section of the proposal calling it
undemocratic and " recommend
that all faculty, regardless of rank
or tenure be eligible for the
proposed committees."
President Shuck's proposal, if
Dean Steiner's working paper on
adopted, would divide the school general education and all~college
into four Schools (Arts and requirements was endorsed with a
Letters, Human Develpment, few exceptions and comments by
Science and Technology and Social the retreaters.

Group Endorses
Dr. Steiner's
Working Paper

G,I RLS !
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Wants

Applications for full time and part-time waitre.ss positions
are now being taken. Must be 21 or over.
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Crisis Clinic May Evolve
To Aid Students' Problems
A special telephone service
designed to aid students suffering
from emotional crisis may soon
evolve due to a growing concern
among the administrative ranks at
Eastern.
According to Dr. Benard Taylor,
director of Counseling Service, the
possibility of organizing some kind
of "crisis clinic" is currently
being investigated by members of
his staff.
He said some factors they are
considering are the need,

feasibility, and desirability of such
a program. And also the aspect of
funds and qualified personnel.
The need for such a program Is
the most difficult factor to be
studied, for there Is no accurate
meas~re of Eastern students'
emotional stability, although it ls
known that some do occasionally
suffer from a crisis. In fact, some
have even felt necessity to call the
Crisis Clinic in Spokane.

As

for

the

feasibility

and

Hall Opening Next Quarter
Work on Patterson Hall is
nearing completion and will be
open in time for classes next
quarter, said Dr. Wayne Loomis,
director of facilities planning.
The hafl, construced at a cost of
$1,335,000, will be completed by
December 15, according to
announcements , from
general
contractor Vern W. Johnson. This
date ls the "early completion
date" set by the cor.:tractor, since
the contract calls for a March 1
completion date.

Workers are presently laying
floor coverings, one of the ' last
projects in construction of a
building, Loomis said.
The early opening will bring
some relief to the cramped
conditions on the campus that
6,000 students and much
construction has caused.
Upon completion, 846 desks and
68 sets of office equipment will be
moved into the 23 classrooms, 67
offices and the language and
Literature Division office.
Seminar rooms, with 30 tables Jilnd
144 chairs, will also be ready for
Janurary occupancy, Loomis said

Benefit Raise
Considered

r

THE SAVAGE VICTORY BELL awaits to ring out for an Eastern
victory. Kristi Cadwell stands under the bell in the victory tower
at Woodward Stadium.

Savage Victory Bell Is
Restored After 13 Years
The Savage Victory Bell reappeared on campus in a new
setting last week after 13 years of
total obscurity.
There has been renewed interest
over the past few years, and this
interest resulted in the new tower
in the parking lot of Woodward
Field, according to Graham
Johnson, director of alumni
affairs.
The bell sits at the top of a
plaque dedicated to longtime
Eastern football coach and
physical education director Arthur
C. "Woody" Woodward, for whom
Woodward Stadium home of the
Savages, is named.

of disappearing frequently ever
since it was purchased to toll out
Savage victories in 1933. It was
constantly the victim of
kidnapping by rival schools, said
Johnson.
In 1956 it was decided to store
the bell rather than continue the
tiresome process of recovering ft
so frequently. The Victory Bil was
in place for Homecoming, but the
"clanger" wasn't there, nor was
the victory as Eastern lost to
Boise State 45 to 7.
However it is expected that the
bell will be ready to peal Saturday,
November 8, when the Savages
host the Whitworth Pirates at
Woodward Stadium at 1 :30.

GI Bill educational benefits may
soon be raised by the federal
government if a compromise can
be reached in Congress and
approved by President Richard M.
Nixon .
The United States Senate
recently passed a bill approving an
increase of 46 per cent, raising the
benefits for a single veteran
attending school full time from
$130 to $190 a month.
This is 19 per cent, or $25,' more

than the House version passed in
August. And it is 33 per cent, or
$43, more than President Nixon
favors.
Both houses of Congress will
now have to work out a
compromise bill before either
version will go to the President.
But Nixon bas called the amounts
in both bills ''excessive" and
"inflationary," and has said that
be will veto any amount over the
13 per cent that be favors.

The Senate bill was unanimously
pas s ed, 77 - 0.

The project, actually only Phase
I as the second half of the building
has just been started, is designed
for 1,134 students. Patterson,
Phase II, construction of which
began in September, will be the
same size. Contracted by H.
Halvorson, it will cost $1,700,000,
and will be ready in August, 1971.
A new heating plant, being
constructed to handle all the new
buildings on campus, will not be
completed when Patterson, Phase
I opens. However, the old plant
has ample output to heat
Patterson as well as all of the
older buildings on campus, said
M. H. Surbeck, director of physical
plant and services. The heating
plant will be open next fall, when
other new buildings a re ready.

Tenative cast for Shakespeare's
"MacBeth" , next quarter's
production by the drama
department, features Larry Hunt
in the· leading role of MacBeth,
and Susie Sauser as Lady
MacBeth.

Casting for the parts of MacBetb
and Lady MacBeth was decided by
ipecial · auditions, for which
aspirants were required to
memorize and act out four scenes,
said R. Boyd Devin, director.

Turn-out

for

try-outs

wa5,

exceptionally .large and Devh
described them as "exciting".
Partial listing oi the supporting
cast is: Mary Jean Lubbers as
Lady Macduff; Sandy Jilbert, first
witch; Darcy Geib, second witch;
D iane Tadlock, third witch; Ted
Couillard, Duncan, King of
Scotland ; Tom Peterson, Malcom,
son of Duncan ; Kim Delong,
Donalbain ; Jeff Wood, Banquo, a
general ; Gary Sheridan, Macduff,
nobleman of Scotland ; and Randy
Carr ;:i Q Ross.

:
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It ls still premature to predict
that Eastern will get a crisis
clinic. But such a program were
made avatlable, it would exist as
an experiment for at least a year,
said Taylor.

Dean of Students Daryl Hagie,
said it requires some time for such
a program to earn the confidence
it needs for survival. In addition
the only way one can say that it
would work, would be to try it.
The final problem facing the
establishment of a crisis clinic is
of organization. Most programs of
this type a,e staffed by qualified
volunteers. Still, they do require
money and allocation.
· One method that bas been used
successfully is that of centering
the crisis clinic around the student
health center. Besides solving the
problem of location, it also gives
the students a place to go instead
of Just call.

Dr. Addie Klotz, director of the
student health center at San
Fernando State said, sometimes
students just need a little help in
relaxing the tension, and a little
reassurance.

Prince's Class
Visits State Pen
''There are guns inside the walls
of this prison," guard Peter
Kauffman told Eastern's group of
sociology students and Dr. Alfred
Prince during their visit Friday to
Walla Walla State Penitentiary.
"The emphasis here is on
rehabilitation."
At the invitation of Bob Rhay,
superintendent
at
the
penitentiary, the Fairchild
Criminology class visited Walla
Walla.
The tour started with an
explanation of the prison layout by
Kauffman. The men were then
taken to see the main prison while
the women walked on the high
wall surrounding the buildings and
were taken to see the women's
prison with another guard.
In the Minimum Security

veteran of such institutions as San
Quentin, Michigan State
Penitentiary and Alabama State
Prison. ''Twenty-one years of my
life have been spent in one prison
or another. I'm not coming back,"
Stevens said.
"Mr. Banhalmi, do you think
you'll ever be back?" another
student asked.
"No." . Banhalmi answered.
"I've learned that I don't have to
write bad checks to get by. I won't
ever be back. The money you can
steal isn't worth it. I was scared
all the time." Banhalml, a
Hungarl,an refugee, is serving bis
third term in prison.

Their audience hoped they were·
right. Walla Walla looked like a
bad scene for anybody.

Building, both men and women
beard speeches being given at high
schools and junior high schools
across the state by Ronald Stevens
and Shandor Banbalmi, two of the
inmates.

Ron Stevens said, "I've finished
high school in here and when I get
out November 17, I'm accepted at
a community college where I'll
study to be a cook.''
This thirty-four year old is

••••••••••••••••••••••
•: Maddux Dry ·Cleaners :•
Hunit, Sauser Cast In Play •: NEW SERVICE •:
The bright red bell has a history

desirability of a crisis clinic
program, many schools have
initiated such programs and have
met with reasonable success.
There is little reason to believe
that Eastern is devoid of the
pressures . and tensions that
warrant the existence of crisis
clinics elsewhere, said Taylor.

4 Pounds Cleaning
$1.00

(You Press)

:

•:

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY

HAtLOWEEN
HORROR SHOWI

6 THRILLER
CHILLERSI .
IN COLOR

...

-- -

A FREE JALOPY
TO LUCKY a,EltSON

EACH NITE ...
DON'T COME ALONE
MAKE UP A PARTY
AND STAY T~ETHER
IT'S TOO SPOOKYI

GATES OPEN 6:30 P.M.
SHOW ENDS 5:00 A.M.

•

Expert Tailoring

:

CARS COURTESY
APPLEWAY CHEVROLET

PH: 235-6260

•

ADMISSION: $2 per parson

••••••••••••••••••••••
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Typo Increases
Expected Funds

.Parking Disturbs Commuters
By B. C. EVANS
Staff Writ.,

IK DUTCHESS Barbara Ward prepares for Halloween night and the
IK Area Conference this weekend, during which she will compete
with other dutchesses for the regional title.

Who. ls .Sitting Next To You?
By BRUCE ELLIS

The person sitting next to you is
the greatest miracle and greatest
mystery you will ever meet. While
you likely favor progress, your
own selfishness and selfcenteredness may have kept you
from getting to know that person,
these first few weeks of school.
If you wonder who is sitting next
to you, you might say a name, and
describe how tall he is, and the
color of his eyes and hair. But
none of these things is what the
person is. A person is invisible
activities.
The person sitting next to you is
an.inexhaustible sort of existence.
There is good struggling to be born
from way within that person.
There are also worries, fears, and
hates that ·a re struggling to get
themselves expressed. Sometimes
if only these could be expressed,
he would be free to love other
people. Unless he can be
understood by others he is
prevented from being a person.
The person sitting next to you is
a cluster of memories of the past
and expectations of the future. He
is really a whole colony of
persons, of people met all during
life. Something of these people has
entered into him forever. So that
the person sitting next to you is
really a city, a community.
In that community lives his
father and mother, the people with
whom he went to school, and his
friends; all t~e things of this world
that came and interacted with him
are still deep within him.
Albert Schweitzer wrote, "Man
belongs to man. Man is entitled to
man. There is much coldness
among us because we obey a l ~
of proper reserve and do not dare
to be as cordial as we really are.
The ethics of reverence for life
require that all of us somehow and
in s~hi~ shall act as men
toward other men.
"Those wbo lo their occupations
have nothing so to give, and who
possess nothing else they can give
away, must sacrifice ,ome of their
leisure, no matter bow sparse it
may be. None of us knows what he
accomplishes and what he gives to
humanity. Th~', is bidden from us,
and should remain so, though

t
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QUESTION OF THE WEEK

Due to a typographical mistake
and a miscalculation in the
. number of students for this
quarter's enrollment, the
Associated Student Finance
Committee has an extra $59,846.00
to allocate.
The estimated enrollment for
fall quarter was 5350 students, but
instead it ls 5836, which adds about
$33,• to the old estimate of
$347,344.00 revenue f ro)IJ student ·
fees. A typographical error or a
multiplication mistake revealed
the remaining $26,086.00, 5-'lltt Bill
Kelley, A.S. treasurer.
It was decided at last week's
Finance. meeting that $26,086.00
would be allotted for the various
active budgets. The budget heads
have until November 21 to present
another budget request. The extra
enrollment revenue has not been
appropriated yet, said Kelley.
Kelley said, "At budget
hearings spring quarter, it was
decided if the money was
available from increased
enrollment that $4200 would be
allotted to athletics, $2100 to social
activities and $42 to A.S. Council.
This will be taken out of the
$26,086, leaving the rest for the
other budgets.
Senior pictures need to be
taken and ordered for this
year's annual.
The Crescent in downtown
Spokane offers reduced rates to
college students.
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sometimes we are allowed to see
just a little of it so we will.not be
discouraged."
There is, of course, no better
gift than the gift of one's time. In
no other offering is there so much
of yourself, without which the gift
is bare. Yet many of us find that
time for others is more of a
sacrifice than material things.
1t is like the small boy who came
in to see his father. His father
gave him the loan of his knife, a
pencil and a quarter. When none
would keep the boy from bothering
him he asked, "Son, what do you
want?" The boy replied, "Daddy,
I just want you." Was that too
much to ask? Time of one's self,
the greatest gift a man can give,
yet a gift that every human being
owes to his fellow - man. Walt
Whitman wrote, "When I give, I
give myself."
True generosity requires more
than impulse. It requires
imagination. It requires you to see
people's needs and to know l\ow to
expand yourself effectively for
them.
Most of us want to give, and
there are many ways. There is the.
generosity of tolerance, which
enables one to see things from
another's viewpoint, which
concedes to him the right to his
own opinions and peculiarities.
There is the generosity that
rejoices in another's good fortune.
. There is the generosity of tact,
which avoids the thoughtless word
or deed; and of patience which
listens to another's tale of woe;
and of sympathy, which shares the
burden of disappointement and
grief.
Perhaps the greatest of all
generosities is that which gives
the benefit of doubt, that which
refuses to retell malicious gossip,
that which believes the best rather
than the worst.
"Why ~n our quiet desperation
do we spend our fiickering

moment strutting about, mocking
eternity in labels of gloting selfimportance, taking this pose and
that stance, playing a desperate
game for a crawling inch of
prestige. Why do we say we love
when we half love, and even hate,
and with each passing generation
why do we compound fraud upon
fraud.
"A man used to talk of his
friends, now he coun ls on his
connections. He once had.
influence, now it's pull. And in
place of a man's honor, we ask to
check his credit rating.
· "We came naked into the world;
well, why can't we come to each
other 'naked' and say, 'this is who
I am, this is what I feel, this is
what I need?" -Author unknown

Since a majority of Eastern
students either commute from
outside of Cheney or have cars on
campus, there is an increasing
demand upon available parking
space.
The Easterner "Question of the
Week" asks: "What has been your
experience regarding parking?
What might be done to improve
the situation?" (Asked of students
in the Student Union Building at
random).
Jack Bryan, history major,
Spokane: "It's tough to find a
parking space within a couple
blocks unless you get there at 7:15
a.m. What should be done is to
level this building (the SUB) and
make a parking lot out of it."
Darrell Cain, speech major,
Spokane: " I'll tell you what might
be a .good idea - take some part of
the college land, a large area , and
have all the parking there. Then ,
have a system of buses
transporting students back and
forth. ''
Doug Sonneborn, business
major, Silver Lake, Wash.: "I
think you could have one large
parking Jot and restrict campus
parking or have verticle lots like
the Parkade. Parking fees would
take care of the cost."
C.J . Karahuta, business
education major, Airway Heights
Wash.: "Fire all these employees
with their little ticket books and
build more parking lots."
Chuck Vyverberg, RTV major,
Spokane: "First of all, I think the
fees should be lowered . The lots
are not kept clean, (with) beer
bottles · all over the place. I'd
rather park in the street."
Robert Lowe: industrial
technology major, Spokane:
"Basically it is poorly set up.
There is not enough place to park
because on-campus students and
students who live in Cheney park
where off-campus students should
be allowed to park. The engineers
who designed the lots did not allow
for college expansion."
·
Mark Hinsley, art major,
Spokane: "It's a -----. But there is
not too much you can do about it,
until improvements are made.
Besides, the kids have to have
something to b-----about.''
Mike Foreman, history major,
Spokane: "I think they ought to

Fine Hair Styling

CORRECTION
Last week's review "Rock
Group 'Magical' " should have
been attributed to Darrell Schulz,
contributing writer. And the
review plauding "Easy Rider"
should have been attirbuted to Les
Wilso~ rather than Schulz.

NEWSTAND
Everything for the Students
8 a.m.-10 p.m. 7 days a week

420 1ST

:~;~i;l~iti~:··
p

Oh, Oh.,,,, • . .·

B~·m ydate is . ·: . r::·.:.··..
the one with · :.::.:.:;. :.·

"personality:• ,.

Don's
Barber Shop

abolish the stickers. Why buy a
sticker? A sticker authorizes you
to park in specified areas, but if
you have a later class you can't
find a space in these areas where
the sticker entitles you to be ."
Yvonne Whitney, biology major,
Davenport, Wash.: "We definitely
need more parking space.
Probably the next building to be
built should be a Parkade-like
structure.' '
Lorraine Stallwood, physical
education major, Spokane: " I
have no problem parking near the
Fieldhouse. ''
Larry J. Flynn, recreation
major, Spokane: "I think it would
be a good idea to bui Id a highspeed monorail from Spokane."
Bev Wilant, music major,
Spokane : " If I buy a sticker for
parking and I don 't get a space,
why should I spend money for it? I
usually plan on parking off
campus because I come out late. "
Audry Terry, English major,
Cheney: "I walk. Do you know
why? Because of the parking
problem. By the time I get the car
parked, it's almost twelve blocks
to walk anyway."
Rachel Rediger, art major,
Odessa: " I commute 150 miles a
day and I was issued a parking
sticker for the Dressler lot.
People living al Dressler have
parking privileges for the middle
of the campus, so consequentally I
have to walk miles and miles to
and from the car. I feel
commuters should have
preferenee over choice of lots.' '
Marlea Wellington, English
major, Spokane : "I'd like to have
a car available to drive , but there
is such a parking problem . There
. should be more lots."

3ottlad under the authority of The Coca-Cola Company by:
INLAND EMPIRE COCA-COLA BOTTLING CO.
"
SPOKAN E. WASHINGTON

·
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Even though he hadn't
played the position in a
while and was more than
slightly
nervous,
Tom
Manke was Eastern's most
effective quarterback Saturday. Greg Gavin·, offensive
center, dreaded every time
Manke would call for a long
snap count because halfway through it his upper
Tom Manke
hand would start shaking
Shalc.ey 1 But Effective
spasmodically . . . Ed Fisher
swears Manke called a few University .of Washington
plays in the huddle. And, indicative of how things were
going for Eastern, most of the players would nod in
recognition when he did.
Tom Parry, Central cosKh, was a gracious (perhaps
cautious is a better word) winner. His post game spiel
went something like this: "Eastern played ve~y well
against us, especially in the second half . Next time it may
be a different story."
Manke says he queried the official as to whom the
penalty was on when Steve Wilson's 36 yard run late in
the third quarter was whistled back due to illegal procedure. After establishing that Bob Picard, the in-motion
flanker on the play, was blameless, the ref was at a loss
for an explanation. The play came with the score 27-7
and would have set the Savages up on Central's 10 yard
line. A definite change in momentum could be seen after
the call.

*

*

*

Eastern certainly won't be the slouch of the league,
but indications are Central may once again win the Evergreen basketball title and Western and Whitworth won't
be that bad either. The Wildcats return four starters from
last year's championship team and have recruited a good
junior college center to plug their only graduation gap.
Jerry Krause, Eastern coach, always fears Western because of their slowdown tactics and because their coach,
Chuck Randall, has not had a losing season yet. Whitworth has a new coach taken from the California JC
ranks, and Krause knows he brought a lot of good ballplayers with him .... One of t!ie toughest schedules in
Eastern's history should properly harden the Savage
hoopsters for EvCo play this year. Every nonconference
foe on the schedu le except Alaska had a winning season
in 1968.

*

*

*

I was one of those boobs who laughted off the football players' contention that team unity was their prime
concern in wanting to abolish individual forms of protest
on the athletic fi_~ld. But after witnessing the comradeship
between the ballplayers on the trip to and from Central,
the full impact of what "unity" meant struck home.

Some notable exclusions from Jerry Krause's list of
15 varsity candidates- Al Sims, the sixth man on las1
yea r's squad, and He rman Marshall, a smoothie from
East LA. George Demos, a JC a ll-stater who was set to
come here, w as snatched away at the last minute by some
school in Kentucky.

GOLDEN HELMET AWARDS are presented to Tom Manke (right) and Ed Fisher at Wedensday football
fllm series. Henry Mosman, owner of Mosman Clothlng Store In downtown Cheney and sponsor of the
award, presents the trophies to each weekfs outstanding lineman for Eastem. Fisher won for his work
against Whitworth, and Manke was honored for his play versus Westem.

Weak Defense, Bad Breaks
Shoot Down Eastern 44-7
Exhibiting their most porous
(poorest) defense of the season
and constantly symied by an
interception-plagued offensive
attack, Eastern fell into a threeway Evergreen Conference tie for
first Saturday, losing, 44-7, to
Central.
It is generally hard to equate a
game's "turning point" when such
a large winning margin is
achieved, but this contest had
several moments of decisiveness.
After Mike Huard got things
rolling for Central with a 53 yard
TD run on the Wildcat's fourth
play of the game and an 11-yard
jaunt on their next series, making
it 14-0, Eastern finally started to
drive.
Chris Halpin recovered a
Wildcat fumble at Eastern's 34 to
open the second quarter. Two
running plays netted a first down
at the 45, and a pass and two more
runs put the Savages inside
Central's 40. However, Billy
Diedrick's second and four pass
was picked off to stop the threat.
Central's Hua-rd scored bis third
touchdown of the half with three
minutes left, but after the kickoff
Eastern started a drive which
would have closed the gap to 21-7.
The Savages moved into Central
territory at the 45 with a minute
and 30 seconds left in the half.
Diedrick's second down bomb to
Bob Picard was ruled caught out
of bounds at the 13, but he hit tight
end Randy Kramer for the first
down on the next play. After an
incompletion to Ed Fisher,
Diedrick' s next pass was
intercepted and returned to
Eastern's 47 yard line with 25
seconds to go. Three plays and 22
seconds later Central was close
enough to tack a 23 yard Steve
Daily field goal onto their 21-0
lead.
Instead of it being 21-7 at the
half it was 24-0.
Eastern didn't die after that
first baU discouragement though,
as Tom Manke, in at QB for the
first time, moved them crisply to
their only score, after another
Daily field goal had made it 27-0.

CHENEY
DEPARTMENT
STORE

Panty Hose

$1.00

Mel Collins got the score on a
four yard sweep.
Trailing 27-7, Eastern's defense
finally solved Central's explosive
offense, forcing a short punt that
was fair caught by Fisher at the
Wildcat 46.
If the game had a turning point
the next agonizing episode was it.
Steve Wilson, in at fullback for
Manke, burst through the left side
of the Central line, cut right
across the field and was dragged
down at the Central 10 yard line.
However, illegal procecl11re was
called on the Savages, nullifying
the gain and giving them a first
and fifteen at their own 49. Wilson
barged two yards on the next play
but Manke' s second down pass
was deflected and intercepted
behind the line of scrimmage as
the third quarter ended.
Four plays later Central had
scored again, and Eastern's last
possible hope was snuffed out.
Central outyarded Eastern for
the game, 489-190, with 320 of them
·
coming in the first half.
Harvey Kochel, Central

quarterback, was presented the
game's centennial memorial
award, given in honor of college
football's 100th anniversary, as
the outstanding Wildcat player,
and Dave Sabey, defensive tackle,
was similarly honored for
Eastern.

2 for $24.95
& Up

plus tax

Exchange
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IS A. GOLD BAR
ALL CADETS GET
OUT OF ROTC? .

I

I
I
I
I

I
I

t

Metropolitan Life Insurance Company has this :
•

I

: _to say about ROTC Cadets: "As you can well imagine, :

h

I

a company such as ours must be on t e co~stant ,

1
1

: lookout for

intelligent, mature and

responsible
1

1

leaders who are anxious to demonstrate their talents

I

•
.
' in the insurance field. It goes without saying that

;

1
,

: the qualities possessed by these leaders can normally :
1:
1

: be found in the ROTC graduate. An
i

d

h

,

w en we re
fortunate enough to add such a pers0n to our staff'

,
I

we value such an addition greatly .
I
I

Currently, many of our key positions are occu- :
.

: pied by graduates of the ROTC and, most assuredly,

I
1

I

our future needs for men of this ca libre will not
1

diminish."

'

1

I
I
I
I
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RED-HOT WESTERN NEXT
A rejuvenated Western squad
awaits Eastern's beleaguered
football forces Saturday night in
Bellingham.
Since a 14-7 loss to Eastern
October 4 the Vikings have
rebounded for wins over
Whitworth, Central and the
University of British Columbia,
the UBC win being 34-13 Saturday
and representing the Evergreen
Conference's only non-league win
of the season after 11 losses.
Western installed an offensive
line consisting mainly of freshmen
after losing to Eastern, and their
subsequent 3-0 record attests to
the job they have done.
Eastern emerged from the onesided Central fracas with few
physical ailments but with a
potentially damaging mental
problem.
Coach Brent Wooten has
scheduled less " hitting " for this
week's practice and more
concentration on mental
preparation.
At the Sunday team meeting
following the 44-7 Central loss
Wooten said, "I think we may
have left part of our game on the

pra~ice field last week, but the
mental part of it mystifies me."
Only two injuries of any
consequence we.re sustained
Saturday. Lineman Charles
Datsun is out indefinitely with a
hand injury and defensive back
Read Drexel is doubtful due to a
swollen knee.
Several personnel changes will
be made for Western.
Two of the bigger moves have
Greg Gavin, an offensive center,
moving into a two-way assignment
at middle linebacker and Fred
Morford and Rick Rios battling for
the tight end spot in an effort to
get more blocking at the position.
Both will also remain on defense.
Gavin's move !Nill shift Dennis
Nelson to defensive tackle.
Wooten will also "try and wake
up some people" in the defensive
secondary, and a switch to leagueleading rusher Mel Collins is a
likely. possibility. Wooten likes
Collins' quickness and hitting
ability.
Billy Diedrick will go at
quarterback for Eastern, with
Tom Manke in his familiar
fullback spot. Both had big games
last time out against Western.

Football Figur~s
EVERGREEN CONFERENCE

w

Team

Central
Western
Eastern
Whitworth

2

L
1

2

1

2
0

1
3

PA

PF
71

T

0
0
0

25
47
76
92

50
70
49

0

Total Offense
Plays

Rush

Pass

Tot.

392

Avg.

977
663
558
535

767

291.0

619

1746
1463
1188
1154

Central
Eastern
Western
Whitworth

385
349
383

800

630

243.8

237.6
192.3

Total Defense
Plays

Rush

Pass

Tot.

Avg.

420
325
518

866
936
978

432

1084

706
535
1332
1328

1572
1471
2310
2412

262
294.2
385
402

YL

NET

-41
- 17
- 24
- 74
- 4
- 9
-6

307
277
270
270
263
209
195
134
118

Central
Western
Whitworth
Eastern

Individual Leaders
Rushing

Collins, M (East)
Lonborg, R (West.)
Stanley, S (Cent.)
Ingles, T (Whit.)
Huard, M (Cent.)
Manke, T (East.)
Shinn, H (Whit.)
Dolfin, D (West.)
Franklin, (Cennt.)

TCB

YG

86

348
294
294
344
267
218
201
149
122

66

71
77
38
45
60

42
27

Passing

PA

PC

Kochel, H. (Cent.)
Hadland, G (West.)
Ingles, T (Whit.)
Diedrick, B Cast.)
Thompson, T (East)

112
87

42
42

106

48

90
45

'

15

- 4
Pl

Yds

Pct. TD's

726
478
456

.375
.482

4

.452

32

9
3
12
8

475

.355

19

4

216

.422

2
6
1

4

Pine Leaguers Sweep Tournament
The Eastern women's volleyball
team swept to seven straight
match victories Saturday in
Spokane to capture the first round
of the double round-robin
tournament in Pine League
competition.
Both the A-squad and defending
Pine League Champion B-squad
teams captured their respective
squad competition in the
tournament which in valved all
Pine League members. The A
team swept four matches and the
B team three.
The A-squad won the opening
match of the tournament by
defeating defendiog A champion
Whitworth 15-8 and 15-10. In their
second match of the day, against
Gonzaga, the A team won 15-5 and
15-8, and then went on to beat
North Idaho Juqior College, 15-11
and U-3, before being awarded a
forfeit over Spokane Community
College.
The B-squad opened defense of
their Pine League crown by
downing North Idaho, 15-1 and 15-

'

..,

EASTERN'S WATER POLO TEAM goes formal during practice last week. Newly formed team is 1-3 on
year after dropping 26-11 contest to Central last week. Pictured from left: Mike Mott, Frank Griffith,
Bruce Whitemarsh, Keith Semler, Paul Whitemarsh, John Myers, Bob Henager, Ron Keefer and Coach
(Photo by Hal Blegen)
Ric Hutterly.

Central Mangles Poloists
Eastern's water polo club
suffered a fate similar to the
Eastern football team while
visiting Central Washington State
this Saturday. The Gillbreathers
came out on the short end of a 26 to
11 verdict.
Central jumped out in front with
the first goal but was quickly tied
by Eastern. The Bobcats of
Central immediately regained the
lead but had to struggle to a 3 to 2
lead mid-way through the first
quarter. From this point until the
end of the first half, Central was
able to gain charge and pretty
much control the game. The score
at the end of the fidt quarter was
6 to 2 in favor of Central.
The Gillbreathers suffered
through a particul~ rly inept
second quarter, scoring just one
point as Central Washington ran
off a huge lead. Halftime showed
Central on top 13 to 3.
Coach Hutterly ·noted that
Eastem's effort in the first half
was poor in relation to the type of
play his club had demonstrated a
week earlier in Portland.
"Let's face it," said Hutterly ,
"Central had a fine team and
forced numerous mistakes, but we
allowed ourselves to be outhustled and out-smarted ,
particul~rly in the second quarter.
During the second quarter we
literally handed Central six or so
· perfect scoring opport unities--we
rolled over and played dead!''
In the second half Eastern's
poloists played better ball and
were able to score consis.tently, as
Central was able to outscore

0. Against Gonzaga they won, 15-6,

before losing, 15-4, but came back
to capture the match in a hard
fought 15-12 duel. The B-team
closed the day by shattering
Whitworth, 15-2 and 15-8, for their
third victory.
Miss Virginia Asan, head coach,
said the whole team performed
well and that it was difficult to
single out any individual for
praise. "It was a great team
effort,'' she remarked.
Commenting on the future, Miss
Asan said she expected to.ugh
competition from Whitworth.
"They're the defending A-squad
champions and they have a lot of
last year's team returning," she
remarked . "Next to them
Gonzaga could prove to be the
most difficult.
The Eastern team wi 11 compete
Friday and Saturday, Oct. 31st and
November 1st, in the Northwest
Womens Extramural Tournament
in Spokane, which involves teams
from eastern Washington, Idaho
and Montana .
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MAIN"STREET
BARBER SHOP
EXCEUENT HAIRCUTS
Adult, $1.75 Children $1.25
1

320 MAIN, CHENEY

DAVE'S AUTO
SPECIALIZES IN

Volkswagen Repair
Complete
Automotive Repair
20% Discount on
Most New Car arts

I

Eastern by just 13 to 8.
This Friday Coach Hutterly has
arranged three water polo games
at home. There have been many
requests by Eastern students to
have a home game, and Coach
Hutterly has managed to schedule
Oregon Athletic Club and Central
Washington State. There will be

r······~·:""·~
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SHOP AT '' MOSMANS
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In Beautiful Downtown Cheney
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CALL THE SIGNALS IN
PACIFIC TRAIL'S
"QUARTERBACK.,
Pro-looking parka of exclusive nylon knit trico_t, reverses to contrasting nylon taffeta quilted to Trailoft. Concealed hood, snap
collar, double two-way big zip. Contrasting shoulder and sleeve
stripes. A real performer when it comes to washing 'n wearing.
Doubloon, moss mist, powder, navy, oyster, red. Sizes S, M, L,

Mlle East of Cheney,
Spangle Road

XL . .. $22.50.

Phone 235-6123
.~

~
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24 HOUR TOWING
~

three games in all, with Eastern
going against Oregon Athletic at
3:00 p.m. , Central vs. Oregon
Athletic at 4:00 p.m. and Eastern
against Central at 5:00 p.m.
Both teams Eastern will play
should prove tough. Eastern has
beaten OAC 11 to 10 once this year,
and of course has lost to Central.
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~
~
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Good ProsP-ects In Store:

Hoop Drills Limited To Fiftee n
some improvement on defense he is expected to provide Eastern
Bill Broderick-Good on the fast sophomores) bis big question
could be the besUorward I've ever · ·with the large guard Krause feels break and a ttnaclous defender, marks If several of the latter six
Practice for 15 varsity seen in the league," Krause said. is essential considering o~~ Broderick lettered last year. He ls · flt In somewhere ~he depth
problem will be solved.
basketball candidates will begin Gale, a teammate of Bullock's in schedule. Gamble ls 6-2, strong a 6-2 forward.
As for season goals Krause
JC
ball,
was
the
team's
leading
and
talented.
Randy
Buss-A
6-5
sophomore
Saturday at 7:00 a.m. in Eastern's
rebounder
last
season.
He
is
6-4
Steve
Barnett-Possibly
the
spent
four
years
in
the
listed
his as improvement over
who
Fieldhouse.
tiead Coach Jerry Krause has and jumps with the alacrity of most impressive newcomer, service, Krause tried to recruit last season. He thought the
Barnett comes from the school him out of high school. He players were looking farther than
insti·~uted a closed-tryout system _ Superman.
Dave
Lofton-His
inclusion
on
that produced Gale and Bullock attended Robert Morris JC in just the conference championship.
for the first time this year-only
the
list
is
provisional,
depending
for
Eastern. His stats from JC Illinois where he holds the single
"We won't surprise people like
personally invited players may try
on his academic standing at the were actually more impressive game rebounding record of 30. last year, when few people took us
out for the varsity.
Krause named the select 15 mid-term. As it is he will be than Gale's. He is 6-5, 225 and Krause says he · shows good seriously,'' Krause said.
"This is the closest knit team I
Monday, a list that includes five ineligible until December 12. sh o u 1d be an ex c e 11 en t potential.
Ray Maggard-A 6-3 forward have ever worked with, the most
lettermen, three redshirts, three Lofton has a long list of complement at forward to Gale.
credentials
from
his
outstanding
Krause
is
most
enthused
about
his
who
redshlrted last season. Is dedicated and the most physically
transfers and four freshmen.
performances
of
last
season.
Said
defensive
ability
and
calls
him
a
steady ballplayer who should fit starting a season."
Krause's reasons for abolishing
A very demanding schedule may
provide valuable depth.
the open tryout system were Krause: "If be shows the desire to · real prospect.
Jack Burns-A frosh starter and
Four players up from last year's take some of the starch out of the
twofold. First, he feels he has a become a complete ballplayer and
over
co
ni
e
hi
s
a
cad
e
m
i
c
sophomore
varsity
letterman
at
freshmen
team round out the 15 good prospects, but more on that
good enough idea of the talent
available through his pre-season difficulties their is no limit to his the University of Washington, varsity spots. Eric Ellsworth, later.
Burns may lend depth to the Mike Krahn, Ray Stromberger
drill observations and from the potential." Lofton is six feet tall.
Dave
Pounds-At
6-8
Dave
is
center
spot. He will need to adjust and Erskine Sturgis all have good
large collection of last season
expected
to
hold
down
the
center
to
competition
once again after chances to crack the varsity team,
returnees he bas to choose from.
said Krause. Krause is counting on
T~elve_of the 15 aspiring varsity position for Eastern. Krause calls laying off last season. He is 6-7.
him
one
of
the
keys
to
a
good.-·
Duane
Barnette-Transferred
at
least one of them to make a
players were on campus last year.
breakthrough
and solidify the
season.
A
high
post
offense
has
last
season
from
Green
River
CC
Secondly, there is only 28 days
between the opening of practice been installed to accomodate and reshirted, Barnette is one of team's depth.
Krause called Pounds, Gale and
and the first game and Krause Pound's preference for facing the the top three guard prospects
has
improved
on
the
along
with
Bullock
and
Gamble.
_
Steve
Barnett his keys to a good
basket.
He
feels it is imperative to eliminate
unnecessary preliminaries in things he does well, including Barnette is a tough defensive season and Bums, Buss and the
upcoming four fre~bmen (now
order to accomplish team unity rebounding and taking shots he is player.
has
become
an
confident
in,
and
and cooperation in such a short
unselfish ballplayer.
span of time.
DISCOVER THE
George Gamble-A transfer
Following is a capsule
from
Spokane
Community
College
commentary on the 15 players as
TREASURES OF THE
who redshirted last year, Gamble
provided bv Krause.
While·
varsity
football
gets
the
Joe Bullock-A 5-11 hustler from
spotlight, the intramural teams
WORLD DURING
Northeast Colorado Junior
continue
to
slug
it
out
backstage.
College, Jo-Jo is expected to be
OUR '69 FESTIVAL
After one week of intramural
the team leader on the court. He
Bruce -Ellis has been selected team play, the script has taken
The
has been looking extremely good president of the Theta Chi
this
look:
INTERNATIONAL
in pre-conditioning exercises,
fraternity's pledge class at
Talsman Turkeys over Sixth
despite having to recover full Eastern)
Floor
Pearce (Forfeit)
strength in bis damaged right
You are invited to view the
Jim Copeland was named
'· nee. Bullock bad only aO per cent secretary-treasurer . and Marc
Student Court over Fourth Floor
treasures of Great Britain,
strength in his leg at the start of Diltz, social chairman.
Wrecking Crew (30-12)
Israel, Italy, Spain and the
training b.ut has been working out
Theta Chi Upsilon over Eleventh
world, October 27 through
B
A
Qn an apparatus called a power
Floor Pearce (24-0)
November 8. There is exVENTUIIA 1300
BELAIR 182!1
machine which has restored it to
ALSO 1250 TO
ALSO 11110 TO
citement on every floor and
Ducks over Sigma Nu (62100
18711
80 per cent efficiency. Bullock was
exhibits that you won't want
0) Lambda
WEDDING RING
WEDDING IIINQ
110
100
the playmaker extraordinaire for
to miss. For instance ... see
Chi Alpha over Seventh Floor
"Big
Mouth",
starring
Jerry
last year's team until the knee
Pearce (12-0)
Mr. David Kalderon, ceramist
Lewis, will be shown in the
injqry sidelined him after the first
from Israel demonstrating
Bangers
over
tTenth
Floor
T.?" -!!.~ISTIUll:D k
Pearce Hall Informal Lounge
ten games.
the
art of pottery making ...
Flyers
(
12-0)
on Thursday, October 30. No
Ai Gale- Big Al has been called
DIAMOND IIINQS
see Mr. Nino Buffoni, Italian
Fourth Floor Streeter tied
admission
charge. Sponsored
100 per cent improved by Krause,
Blower
demonstrate
Glass
(0-0)
Sutton
Hall
2
by Pearce Hall.
For Expert Advice When
especially in his shooting and
Action continues this week, with
his skills, plus many·, many
Buying A Diamond
ballhandling skills. "If he shows
games being played today and
more events. It's all here for
Rely On
tomorrow afternoons at
you . .. brought· to you by
Woodward field or behind the
The Crescent and its staff.
SMITH JEWE'LERS
Fieldhouse.
Enjoy it . . . it's for you!
408 FIRST STREET
Cheney, Wash.
Eastern's cross country team similar to stomach cramps
Phone 235-6312
will race over a hilly Cornwall swimmers sometimes suffer and
A questionnaire designed to
Park course Saturday in a dual is believed to be caused by a lack determine the wants and needs of
MEMBER '-MERICAN GEM SOCl[TY
.._A
._j
.J.. .
of oxygen in the diaphragm or a Eastern's students and faculty
·Jlmp rnlar1ed lo mow detaJI. Trade-Mui& lies.
gas build up in the large intestine.
members concerning physical
Eastern's Art Heinemann and activities is being distributed
Barry Jahn finished one-two, but through Friday by Thorne
Eastern Oregon fisnished in the Tibbitts, campus intramural
next five slots to win the meet 25 director.
to 30. Art ran the 5.1 mile course in
The survey will provide clues as
25 minutes 56 seconds, Barry in to the types of recreational
with the help of
26:19, followed by EOC's Greg programs Tibbitts' office will
Letts, Lloyd Clark, Bob Morris, initiate.
Tim Smith and Lon Hinde. Pat
Moses, Gene Reese and Sam
Scorda rounded out the scoring for
Eastern.
Gene Reese, who suffered from
a cold, should be at full strength
CHECK THIS LIST
this weekend &Jld Ken Crawford,
who was unable to compete
INSIST ON COWLES Preparation for
Pat Moses
against Oregon because of an
THE
QUALITY STUDY GUIDES
Sideache Sidelines
- GRADUATE RECORD
inflamed Achilles tendon, is only a
EXAMINATION APTITUDE TEST FOR TOP TEST SCORES
meet with Western Washington at doubtful starter against Western,
• Up-to-date test material
Bellingham.
Werner said.
l.AW SCHOOL ADMISSION TEST* • Best organized study guides
'' We should place two runners in
That the EOC course ran
• Do's and don'ts
MILLER ANALOGIES TEST
the top three," Coach Hal Werner through a cemetery leaves the
of test taking
.
GRADUATE BUSINESS SCHOOL
said, ''but the outcome will depend
speculator ground to work.
•
Step-by-step
programming
ADMISSION TEST
on where out next three runners
• Accurate practice tests
place."
NATIONAL
TEACHER
USED MAGS
• Explained answers
Pat Mo$eS, ' running fifth at
COMMON EXAMINATIONS
•.Self-evaluation profile
AND CHROMES
LaGrande last Saturday, was
MEDICAL COLLEGE
plus .
passed by ~o Rastern Oregon ·
e 14" & 1 5 "
ADMISSION
TEST
COWLES GUIDE TO
College runners when be was
• Compl e t e
GRADUATE SCHOOLS.
FEDERAL SERVICE
forced to stop briefly because of a
• All Styl e s
Covers
more than 1,400 schools:
ENTRANCE EXAMS
side-stitch. Werner said this is
costs, faculty, study proar1m1,
By MIKE GREENWALT
Sports Editor

lntramurals

Ellis Named

'Big Mouth' Set

~ p e a e•

Runners Face Western

VI'HE

c~ R E ~CE .N ·1··

@

PASS THAT TEST!

COWLES
SCORE-HIGH
EXAM ·BOOKS

GIGANTIC
TIRE

FIRESIDE

Jtfhnm ~llllnt .

•
•
•

GM Ford , Chry s le r
"'
Best Pri ce s
Will Tr a d e

e $7 .50 · $ 25 .00
PHONE

235 -6744

1~

SALE

.

DENTAL APTITUDE TEST

t,ouslna, financial aid,
facllltleJ, etc.

JOH~'S SHELL

8~"xll" •Paper• *$4.95, all others $3.95 each
See them at your local bookstore

604 - 1st

Cowie, Book Company, Inc. A subsidiary of COWLH COMMUNICATIONI, INC.
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Registrar Announces Winter Sked Changes
EDITOR'S NOTE:
The following schedule of pre-registration times and changes in
the final announcement of courses is published because of the great
number of changes. The Registrar has requested that you save this
copy, as it will be the only publication.
Graduate Students & Se niors
Nove mbe r 10, 1969
Nove mber 12, 1969
M, N,O
P, Q, R, S,

8: 15- 10:00
10: 00- 12:00
12:00- 2:00
2:00- 3: 30

8: 15- 10 :00
10: dO-li' :OO
li':00- 2:00
2: 00- 3: 30

T, U, V, tl , X, Y, Z

Opon for

M

thru 2

I , J , I<, L
F, G, H
A,A ,C,U, E
Opon for A 1hru L

Juniors

5859901
5860001

C
T
T
C
A
A

Mth
Mlh
Mth
Mth
M1h
Mth

498-0 1
532-0 1
562-0 1
58 1-0 1
599-01
600-01

Semi nor
Mod Abstract AIg
~oa l An&lys l s <4 er .)
Complox Ana lys is
lndopendon l Study
Thesis

04o·~m1F
Froi,, 240 MTWF 10 840 MTWF
1240 MTWF
940 MTWF
Arronged
Arrengod

MIi Sci I

I 140 ~1TT h
From 1240-230 F 1o 1240- 130 F
1240-230 F
from 1240 F to Arranged
140 r

MIiitary Science
61 10491
614030 1

C
T
C
T
C

MSc
MSc
MSc
MSc
MSc

104-02
104-91
204-91
403-01
403-02

Ml I
MI I
Ml I
Ml I

C
T
C
T

Mus
Mus
Mus
Mus
Mus
Mus

334-07
335-03
335-04
335-05
406-0 I
520-0 1

ROTC Band
Madrigal s
Opera Wo rks hop
ROTC Choral o
Choral Arrdngo (3 c r.l
Res earch Toch In Music

Sc i
Sc I
Sci
Sci

Lab
I I Lab
Ill
IV

I

Music

Novembe r 13, 1969
8: 15- 10:00
10:00- 1?: 00
12,00- 2:00
2:00- 3: 30

5853:i'OI
585620 1

Nove mber 14, 1969

M, N, 0
P,Q, R,S
T, U, V, W, X, Y, Z
Opon for f-1 thru Z

8: 15-10:00
10:00-17:00
12:00- 2:00
2: 00- 3:30

I , J , K, L
F, G, 11
A,0 , C, O, C
Ope n for A 1hru L

6433503
6433505
644060 1
645200 1

c·
T

1240 F
From 340 Ml~ t o 1240 MW
1240 Tl h
From N700 t o 340 M
1240 , MF
From Arrangoa to 140

Sophomores
November 18, 1969

Nove mber 17, 1969

8: 15- 10:00
10:00- 12:00
12: 00- 2:00
2: 00- 3:30

M,N, O
P,Q, R, S
T,U, -\1,~1, X, Y, 2
Open for M th ru Z

8:15-10 :00
10:00- 12:00
12:00- 2: 00
2:00- 3: 30

I, J , I<, L

F, G,H
A,B,C, O, E
Opon for A thru L

Changes In Reg istrat ion Proce dures for Lessons on Musical
Instrume nts o r in Voice
St ar11ng wl 1h pr o-r,1gls l r <1 li C>n

or vo ice wl 11 llo changoa .

Novembe r 20, 1969

Novembe r 19, 1969
M,N,0
P.Q.R , S
T,U, V,W, X, Y, Z
Opon for ~ thru Z

8: 15- 10:00
10:00- 12:00
12:00- 2:00
2:00- 3.:30

I, J, I(, L

F, G,H
A,B,C,,D, E
Opon for~ 1hru L

A"

Cultura l Anthro (5 cr . l

Ant 241-03

1040 Dal ly ,

T
T
A
T
T
A

C

Art
Art
Art
Art
Art
Art
Art

0 I I Pa I ntl ng
Sculpt ure
Advanced Des ign (3 cr.l
01 1 Pa Intl ng
Scu lpture
Figure Painting (5 cr.l
Art of Orient

300-07
300-18
307-01
400-07
400-18
402-0 1
470- 0 1

T
T

Bio 470-0 1
Bio 505-02

A
T
T
A

Bus
Bus
Bus
Bus

• '•'

fo r courses wl ih mu l tlp lo\ cctlons (piano and voice ) should cont act t he

C

Chm 162- 02 (Lab See l

Thi s course

Advanced instruction wh ich requires prof iciency

.. .

Music 320
6432001
6432002
6432003
6432004
61132005
~432006
61132007
6432008
6432009
64320 10

643201 1
643201 2
6432013
6432014
643201 5
,6 432016
6432017
64.320 18

6432019
6432020

fHEfl(Qll I SITl

Da rl tono
Bas soon
Co l lo
Clarinet
Flute
French Horn
Oboe
Or911n
Per cussion
Plano
Plano
Pi ano
Saxophone
Strl ng Bess
lrO!lll>one
Trumpot
Tuba
Vi ola

Vlol In
Vo lco

I

Ar r nngud
Arri,nlJod
Arn,n~ud
Arrero od
Arrc,119,~a
Arru1,god
Arri,ngcd
Ar r anged
Arn,ngod
I : 40
I :40
I :40
Arranged
Ar r anqod
Arranged
/\rrangod
Arranged
Arranged
Ar ranged
9 :40 M

H

Exl Inc
Jo nes
Oa 1,,ben is
Ol ohl
Ol c!. I
lx l ino

fl

Jo11~ s

H

Carr
Zys~owr,k I
t1.irpcr
Tink le
Edmond!;

, fl

H
H

H
H

H

H
H
H
H
H

H
ti

1

H
H
H

HP

Jono!.

Oa lvli<Jn l!.
Al be.rt
Al bor t
fx l i no
Mut chnlk
Mutchnlk
Smi1 h

Continued on Page 12)

Chemistry
I I 16202

Studont·s registering

' .
shown In Music 320 or In an audition by t he Instruct or

1240 MTWTh
From 340 MWF to 1040-1230 Th
From 1240 Dal ly to 140 Dal Jy
Arranged

numbers for each I ns,1 rumcnt and vo I co .'

at tho co ll ege Jove l should ro:iglstcr for this numl,er .

MUSIC 330, 430.t...J30

From Arranged to 1240 - 230 MW
From Arranged to I 140 T

Elect Data Proces s (4 cr. l
Operat l.ons ·Research '
Fed Inc Tax 11
Prnfess Internshi p (1-5 e r)

373-08
447-01
455-02
497-02

I BIi.

1 he at I ache d II s t now shows

Al I s t udents wi thout previous c rcdl 1's In app l lod music

..

Bu1lnes1
0837308
084470 1
0845502
0849702

Num:>crs wore ass igned dur i ng t he first wook

for advancod Instr uction.

From 940- 1130 Da lly to 240-430 Dally
From 240-430 Dal ly to 1240-230 Da lly
940 MWF
From 940- 1130 Dally to 240-430 Da lly
From 240-430 De l ly to 1240-230 Da lly
440 Dally
1240 MTWTh

Bio 11lustrat lon
Seminar

There wore no JB,\1 nurnt>ors .

may be repeated untl I the student roaches the prof ic loncy lovol neces sary

llology
054700 1
0 550502

Appl lod Cl a r lne l, Appl lod Vo l co , o1c . >.

l~ structor prior to pre-registrat ion fo r correct assl gnf!lO nt .

Art
0230007
02300 18
023070 1
0240007
0240018
024020 1
024700 I

appl loo lossor1s ([xa,npl os :

course number!. and

A-Added Cl111H
C-Cancelled CIH1ff
T-Thne Change

AnthropolotY

Previous ly, tho s tudent rogl s 1orod for

o f tho quarter by Ind Iv I duo I Ins1 rue tors .

November 21, Friday
Open to all 1tude ~ 1 on a no schedule basis
Transfers and new freshmen admitted for winter quarter prior
to November 3, may register on this d ate if clearance from Central
advising has been obtain ed.
CHANGES TO THE FINAL ANNOUNCEMENT OF COURSES

01 24 103

\"/Jn1or Qu,u tor, 1970 , tho proccauro

whi ch n studon·I must !o l lo" 1o rogls tor for lns·t ruc1 lon In lnstrumon1s

Freshmen
8: 15- 10 :00
10:00- 12:00
12:00- 2:00
2:00- 3:30

f o r·

MO 107
Ml"l 116
St r Anx I
MO 104
MfJ 104
MU 107
MO 116
S. Aud.
S1r , Anx . JI
Mus. Anx. A
Mus . Anx. D
Kyb ' d Anx.
MU 116
St r. Anx. I
,~o 114
MO 114
MO 107
Str . Anx . I
Str. Anx. t
Voe . Anx.
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Parents Shown
College life
.

.

Developing a closer contact with
the parents of Eastern students is
the goal of present parent relation
programs, according to Graham
Johnson, direct or of p ublic
services.
" Eastern Nite " has been one
successful way of reaching the
parent, said Johnson. Initiated in
1965 at Shadle Park High School in
Spokane, " Eastern Nite" brings
together inte rested parents a nd
st udent s
w it h
Eas t er n
administ rators.
Representatives from Eastern 's
admissions off ice, academic
affairs office , financial aids office
and various department heads,
are on hand to answer any and a ll
questions t he parents. students or
counselors - might a s k , said
Johnson .
" We feel that the.pa ren ts
have been a long-neglected public.
What they understand about
college life is mostly what they
see on television and read in the
paper," he continued.
Talking
about
the
responsibilities of faculty and ,
a dministrations offit ials Johnso11
said, " Parents have the right to
know what we do, why we do it,
and the way we do it."

Art Show Opens
Here Sunday
Robert L. Hanrahan, in his 19t h
year as a member of the art
faculty -at Eastern, will be honored
by other faculty and students in
Hargreaves' Gallery presentation
of its second retrospective show
opening Sunday, Nov. 2.
Hargreaves Gallery is open
from 2 to 5 p.m. , Sundays, 8 a.m.
to 5 p.m ., weekdays, a nd is closed
Saturdays.

1140 Th

Chem for Hea lth Sc i

Dram•
171 10 10
172010 1
1722601
173 190 1
1732201
1733001
174 120 1
174200 1

Fund of Acting (3 er . )
Drama fppre c l atlon (3 c r.l
Stage Makeup (2 er.)
Rehears! & Pe rform
Stage Construct i on
Hi s t of Theatre (5 er.)
lnterp Shakespea re
Stago Light i ng (3 e r,)

A • Orm 110-01

A
A
T
T
A
C
A

Orm
Orm
Orm
Orm
Orm
Orm
Orm

201-01
226-01
319-01
322- 0 1
330-01
412-01
420-01

Ed
Ed
Ed
Ed
Ed

101-08
406-09
497-0 1
539-02
564-,01

1040 Da l ly
140 MWF ,
1140-130 Th
From N700 to N500 Dal ly
From N700 to 240 Da lly
140 Da lly
140 MW F
1140 MWF

We'd really like

to belt you oile.

lducatlon
C

2'1,4970 I
2]53902
21 56401

C
T
T
A

Intro to Ed
Seni or Som Soc
Adv Dr l vor & Traffi c Sa fe ty
App Lea r n Theory
Schoo l Lew (4 er . )

1140 MWF
340 Da lly
From 140-340 MW t o 540 Th
From 11 40 MTWF to 340 MHITh
N540 T

Freshmen Egn ( 4 e r.)
Freshman Eng ( 4 er. )
Rev low Wri t Fund (4 er . )

140 MHffh
940 MTWTh
240 Mn/Th

Specia l Studies

From Arranged to 240 Da ll y

English
23 10 11 0
2310202
2310404

A

Eng 101- 10
Eng 102-02
Eng 104-04

T

Fr n 299-'0I

A
A

/

French
252990 1

Geog raphy
2710004
2749704
2736003

A
A
A

C

Grg
Grg
Grg
Grg

100-04
497-04
360-03
443-01

I nt re Ea r th Science

.

11 40 De I I y

Comm Fac ll 11"1os Pl anning (3 er. >

Human Geog (5 er .)
Geog o f Sov iet Union

N640 W

1240 Da lly
1240 MWF

Geology
A
C

Gig 432-0 1
Gig 497- 04

Sed iment PTG .& PTL
Sed Iment Proc

A
T
C
A

Ge r
Ger
Gor
Ger

1st Yr. Ger~n ( 5 er .>
Spocla l Stud ios
~lod Go r Novo I
Roman ltlclsm ( 4 er. )

294320 I

(4

e r.)

N640 TTh

N640 TTh

German
31 l0202
312990 1
3153 10 1
315390 1

102-02
299-01
53 1-01
539-01

One belt Is the lightly
shaped Norfolk,
in English corduroy lined
with wool. Or In wool
twills lined with Orlon•
pile. 36 to 46. '$ 37.50

940 Dally
From Arrang&d to 240 Oa I Iy
440
440 TTh

The other belt Is the
bush coat, also shaped,
in pure wool plaids, or pure
wool twills, with two bellows
and two muff pockets. S,M,L,XL.
Unlined $25. Orlon piled-lined $35.
P.S. The belt detaches for those who'd
rather not be belted constantly.

Physical Education
341 20 17
341 2048
341 930 1
341 2526
3413056

A

A
A

A
C

PE
PE
Pe
PE
PE

120- 47
120-48
193-01
125-56
130-56

Varsity Gymnast ics ( lcr. )
ArrangAd
Varsi t y Swll!Vlllng (I er .>
Arrangud
Water Safety lnsiruetor (3 er. >
Correct Ivo Lab <I er . )
I 140 ,-...1
Corrdet Ive Leb < I er.)
I 140 MW

11 40 M'i/F

Industrial Technology
434060 1

C
A

IT 308-04 <Lab Sec . 4 ) Electron ics
140 TTh
IT 406-0 1
We i ding &Me1al l urgy (5 or . ) 140 Del ly

M1them1tlc1
5810003
5810404

A
C
C
A
C

5816 102

C
A
C

5836102
583900 1

T

A

C
584610 1
584920 1

T
T

Mth 100"03
k1th 104e02
Mth 104-03
Mth 104•04
Mth 13 1-06
Mth 160-0 1
Mth 161-02
Mth 300-06
:~th 36 1-02
Mth 390-0 1
Mth 455eO I
Mth 461•0 1
~1th 492-0 I

Surv Comtemp Meth (5 er.)
In terne d II I g
Intormed A IQ
lntermed Alg (5 er.)
Procalc 1
Elom f unc l Ions
Intro to Ca le (5 er . )
Elem Mth
Basic Analysis (4 er.)
EIem Sch t~ath
ProJactlvo Pl ones
Roal Analysis
"!alt, Jr. HI Sch

1240 Dally
N640 MTh
N640 TF
240 Dal I y
N640 MTh
840 Dally
840 Oal ly
240 Oal ly
I 140 MHIF
From M\·/F 1140 to 840 MWt
1140 ,mw
From 740 MTiff to I 140 MTWF
From 1040 MTWF 1o 740 MTwr

,tamtr's
SPOKANE

•DUPONT REGISTERED TM FOR ITS ACRYLIC FIBER
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ked Changes
(Continued from Page 11)

•

Mu1lc , 20 Level
6432021
6432022
6437.023
643202'1
64!>2075
6432026
6432027
6432028
6432029
6432030
6432031
6432032
6432033

i

.

I:
-

J,. ', t :.

Ber Itono
Bessoon
Ce ll o
Cieri not
FI ute
Fronch llorn
Oboo
Organ
Porcusslon
Plono
Plono
Plano
S11><ophone
String Bass
Tromllono
Trumpe1
Tube
Vl o lo
Vi o l In
Voice
Voice
Voice

6433001
6433002
6433003
6433004
6433005
6433006
6433007
6433008
6433009
6433010
6433011
6433012
6433013
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JOYFUL PEARCE HALL residents surround homecoming / sweepstakes trophy. Pictured from left •"
Mike Faraschuck, decorations committee, Steven Johnson, secretary, Jim Morris, hall director, Jugger
and red Strunk, A.S. representative.
Bernhardt, president, Steve Stratton vice president
,

Freshmen Must Be rre-Advised
to visit Central Advising soon to
make an advising appointment,
said Ray Krebsbach, director of
general academic advising.
With winter quarter registration
beginning in two weeks -- starting
Monday, November 10 -- it is
necessary that all freshman and
students without declared majors
visit the advising office since a
signed adviser's card is required
before a student can pick up his
registration packet.
The policy of advising freshmen
before registration enables

Indian Group
Organized Here
Indian students at Eastern have
organized the American Indian
Club, dedicated to the purpose of
bringing "Indians together to
promote solidarity which will
provide an adequate knowledge of
the past and an awareness of
contemporary problems."
Bob Parisien, a freshman from
the Chippewa tribe and public
relations agent for the club, said
the club's 33 members represent
18 tribes from all over the United
States, including five students
from three Alaskan tribes.
However, Parisien added, this
does not mean that non-Indian
students are not welcome.
Anybody interested in the
American Indian can join.
Although the exact date has not
been set, the club plans to bring to
Eastern some Indians to perform
traditional Indian dances at an
"Indian Dance", which will be
open to the entire student body.
This is scheduled for the
beginning of winter quarter.
The group will meet tonight at 7
p.m. in the "Indian longhouse"
(the old infirmary building), and
any interested students are invited
to attend, Parisien said.
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qualified advisors to check and
approve the student'~ planned
course of study, Krebibach said.
This advising helps thJ freshman
get off to a good start Jin his first

KEWC App ints
Students For
Station Pos s
Charles Davies, S attle, and
Tim Anderson, Spokane, have
been named to two top rl sitions at
KEWC- AM and FM.
Davies, a graduate s udent, has
been named operation manager
and Tim Anderson I has been
stations.
named engineer for
Both appointme ts were
announced last wee b·y Dr.
Howard E . Hopf, chairman of the
radio-television department.
Other assignments at
KEWC-AM include ~avid Zack,
Spokane, station man ger; Steve
Byquist, Wenatchee, program
director; Greg Fran~lin, Mount
Vernon, sales manage ; Bob Hall,
Spokane, news direc or; Frank
Coumont, Spokan , sports
director; and Bill Kelley,
Spokane, and Bo~ Stuart,
Waverly, public I relations
directors.
The KEWC-FM s ff includes
Chris Robinson~· Mos ow, Idaho,
station manager; Dae Bramen,
Ritzville, program di ector; arid
Mark Waller, Spokane music and
special affairs director
KEWC-AM, 665 k~, is closed
circuit radio that is pi~ into the
college dormitori s, while
KEWC- FM, 89.9
egahurts,
broadcasts on the r gular FM
band. Both stations o rate from 6
a.m. until midnight dai y.
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year so he enjoys his learning
experiences and goes forward his
college studies.
Central Advising exists simply
to give advice and aid to any
student who needs it, said Music 530 Level
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Changes Cause
Power Cut-Off
Electrical service serving
Louise Anderson Hall, the old
infirmary building, the Music
Building and the Student Union
Building was shut down for six
hours Saturday, said M.H.
Surbeck, director of physical plant
and services.
The shut down was necessary in
order to relocate electric feeder
servke lines due to construction
and excavation of Patterson Hall,
phase 11.
In connection with the electrical
shut down, it was necessary,
Friday, to interrupt domestic
water service to the Student Union
Building. "The water shut-off
lasted 1 1/z hours and everything
was in good shape by 8 a.m.," said
Surbeck.
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"'3-Mus c Bui I ding
Str. Ax. I - Str ing Anno>< I
Str. A~x. I I - String Annox I I
S. Audi - Showeltor Auditorium
Mus. A x. A - ~1uslc Anno>< A
Mus. Ax. B - Music Annex B
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Strong Cat For Wilde Comedy --.---------------------------95102 2

Stage crews, under the direction
The fast-moving, xcar Wilde
comedy, ''The Im rtance of ·of E. Allen Kent, technical
Being Earnest", lwill open director, have been kept busy
Wednesday, Noveml'er 5, in readying the all-new scenery and
period costumes being used for
Showalter Auditorium1
The play will run ijovember 5, this production.
Kent, who is new this year to
through 8, with curta n time 8: 15
Eastern, is the first full-time
p.m.
R. Boyd Devin, di ector, said technical director in the drama
that although several members of department.
Three completely clifferent sets
the cast are tra sfers and
therefore new to Eas m's drama are being used, two interior and
department, the cast s extremely one exterior, and for the first time
at Eastern, 18 foot rather than lZ
strong and experienc
Since the action ta es place in foot scenery is being used.
Students will be admitted free
England, in the ye r 1895, the
with
student identification cards,
members of the cast have had to
work exceptionally ba d to master otherwise $1 will be charged for
admission.
British accents.

A

Spn 102-02

1st Vear Spenlsh (5 er. )

940 Dally

Blood Drive Sets Goal

'' astern students saved a lot of organization, individual or famUy
lives last year." And they did it, that 11 to "receive credit" for ~
says· ROTC Cadet Major Dennis donation.
Shi omura, "by donating over 100
The Eastern donation record of
pint of blood.''
312 pints, said Shimomura, " is
Sh momura explained that twice what we are trying to meet. With
each year, once during fall quarter over 6000 students, our chances to
and gain spring quarter, Eastern top 312 pints seem good."
This fall's blood drive, set for
stud nts are invited to donate
bl
to the Spokane Blood Bank November 13 and 14 in the Student
Union Building is being organized
in a on-campus blood drive.
The blood, be said, "i1 used by by Eastern's ROTC cadets and coany Eastern student, faculty, sponsored by the Associated
staff or admlni1tration member Students. Anyone in good health
in a emergency." He said that a between the ages of 18-66 may ·
don r may allo name an donate.

